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Deceased
SU Jesuit
accused
of abuse
Megan Peter
petel 193@seattleu.edu
A recent lawsuit that is currently being
processed though a federal court in Se-
attle has brought to light many instances
of sexual abuse by Michael Toulouse, a
Jesuit who taught at Seattle University
from 1950 until his death in 1976.
The Seattle Times ran an article last
Friday covering the lawsuit and Toulouse
after President Stephen Sundborg, S.J. ap-
proached themabout the matter. However,
the main focus of the article was about
how legally liable the university is.
But, as manyknow from the email sent
out by Sundborg later that day, this was
not the purpose of the article.
"The focus of the article was not my
intention, nor the tone ormajor scope, but
it is not inaccurate," said Sundborg.
As ofyet, the university is not listed as
one of the parties in the lawsuit, but ac-
cording to the Times article, Mike Pfau,
one ofthe lawyers representing Toulouse's
victims, says they might go after the
school next.
"[Toulouse was] a faculty member
who was molesting children and molest-
ing children on campus," said Pfau in
the Times. "To the extent they knew this
was going on, it's a strong argument that
they're liable."
Salon film series to bring the
world to Seattle University
Rose Egge
eggee@seattleu.edu
The academic salons for the 2006-2007
year will attempt to introduce students to
various cultures through an international
film series, paired with related ethnic
cuisines, as a part of their new theme:
"Engaging Worlds."
Each film presentation will focus on
a different culture and Bon Appetit will
serve ethnic foods tailored to that part of
the world. The salons will also include an
open forum between students and profes-
sors to discuss the film.
Theresa Earenfight, Seattle University
professor and the director of academic sa-
lons, as well as professors Sonora Jha and
Hazel Hahn have organized the event. The
series' objective is to introduce students
to international cinema and other cultures
they may be unfamiliar with.
"We really want to educate people on
what foreign films are like," said Earan-
flght. "We want to introduce the cultures.
We want there to be a way to engage with
the world ifyou can't go there, and maybe
open up a window on a world."
Ted Fortier, an anthropology professor
who is presenting a film in the series, fur-
ther emphasized their intentions.
Seattle's Gay, Lesbian Film Festival
features graphic sex, artistic finesse
Casey Penaluna
penaluna@seattleu. edu
The SeattleLesbian and GayFilm Festival
is an award winning and highly anticipated
yearly festival that offers a virtual smorgas-
bord of entertainment for all walks of life.
The festival, which is produced by Three
Dollar Bill Cinema, is in its 11th year and
has never lost sight of its original purpose
of providing a strong voice for the gay and
lesbian community. It also provides a de-
pendable venue for queer filmmakers from
all over the world to showcase their work.
Due to the Cinema's non-wavering al-
legiance to providing the community with
original, interesting and diverse programs,
they have garnered a rapidly increasing at-
tendance within Seattle, showing in premier
venues amidst growing business and media
attention.
At an early press screening for the fes-
tival, two standout films were shown. One
was a feature length film called Shortbus
and the other was a gritty musical documen-
tary called Songbirds.
The press invitation warned that the mov-
ie Shortbus is full of"sex.. .graphic sex" and
that those "controversial scenes will never
make it past the MPAA rating boards." The
invitation also states that even though there
is plenty of sex in the film it doesn't change
the fact that this will be "the most innova-
tive, colorful and engaging movie that you
will see all year."
They were right.
Shortbus is a cinematic marvel full ofsex
and neuroses and is set against the fabulous
backdrop of New York City. Writer/director
John Cameron Mitchell also the creator and
Courtesy ofThree Dollar Bill Cinema
Songbirds - a film which musically depicts the lives of six fe-
male prisoners - will be shown at this years film festival.
Rugby promotes
camaraderie
Jessica Van Gilder
vangilde@seattleu.edu
Rugby gives players more than just
bruises. In fact, the seemingly brutal sport
invites strong ties among rugby players and
even competing teams.
"Everybody supports each other a lot in
the rugby community. You may be aggres-
sive on the field and then afterwards you
can share a hotdog and talk," said Becky
Lawrence, captain of the women's team.
This strong sense of camaraderie does
not stop after the meet is over. Lawrence
believes rugby offers something other
sports do not.
"Rugby is a lifelong game and once you
start playing it, it's always on thebrain. It's
very addictive," she said.
The friendliness developed in rugby,
despite the aggressiveness seen on the field,
extends to teammates, opposing teams and
rugby players around the globe.
"You can go anywhere in world and
you'll know someone thatplays rugby and
you'll have somewhere to stay," said Mateo
Moore, captain of the men's team.
Although this aspect of the game may
See Film Series... Page 4
See Rugby.. Page 11See LGFF... Page 7 I
See Sundborg... Page 4
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Where do Seattle University
athletics belong? See pages 8-9
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CampusJMews
Early birds get the worm at Costco Scholarship Fund Breakfast
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu
The big dogs from across the water ven-
tured to Seattle University's campus early
last Thursday morning, when the two biggest
institutes ofhigher education in Seattle came
together to share food andrevel in the success
of the Costco Scholarship Fund.
The breakfast celebration is an annual
event held to honor students who attend
Seattle University and the University of
Washington on the Costco Scholarship Fund,
a scholarship given to minorities who would
otherwise not have the financial means of
making tuitionpayments.
Though the venue may have been the
makeshift tent located on the Union Green
near the Chapel ofSaint Ignatius there was no
cutting corners at the lavish celebration that
brought scholars, faculty members and rep-
resentatives from Costco Wholesale together
for breakfast at 7 a.m. This year's event, the
seventh since the fund's inception in 2000,
had to be held in the tent because it exceeded
the capacity of the Campion Ballroom.
During introductions by presidents from
both institutions, Steven Sundborg, SJ. of
Seattle Universitynoted the increasing diver-
sity of the school: this year's freshman class
is the biggest in history with 787 students; 87
of those are attending on the Costco scholar-
ship, which had by Thursday morning raised
$2,636,000.
To further answer the question of"how are
we engaging the diversity of our campus?"
- a question also posed by interim provost
John Eshelman in the Sept. 28 issue of the
Spectator - Sundborg says the university
plans to launch a range of mentoring and
advising programs aimed at minorities.
In a brief introductory speech, Washing-
ton Governor Christine Gregoire said that
this state has a "golden opportunity" to be
successful around the world, and that such
success hinges upon a skilled, trained, diverse
workforce.
"I'm excited at the diversity of these two
universities," she said, "because they repre-
sent all of Washington."
Keynote speakerAlan Page, a former Min-
nesota Viking and the first African American
to serve on the Minnesota Supreme Court,
shared similar enthusiasm. While these
students are a success now, he said, the real
worth of theireducation will be demonstrated
when they are creating a more diverse work-
ing world in the future.
"I believe that children are the future, and
the future is about hope," said Page.
But it wasn't all business on this sunny
Thursday morning; despite the early hour,
the feast was not without its share of humor-
ous events - many of which dealt with the
monstrous tent. A recurring joke about an
upcoming Rolling Stones performance - one
thatbegan with Sundborg's speech - elicited
chuckles whenever itwas brought up, and Jim
Sinegal, president/CEO ofCostco Wholesale
and trustee for Seattle University, also dis-
played some wit.
"The tent is magnificent," he said as he
took to the stage, looking around at the white
walls. "I think we'll start selling one of these
at Costco."
Much of the two-hour celebration was
spent touting the necessary donationsneeded
to keep this project up — "a returnon your in-
vestment" were choice words repeated more
than once - and leaders such as Sinegal and
JeffBrotman, chairman ofCostco Wholesale
and regent at the UW, stressed the values of
the future benefits.
The numbers alone are plenty of proof:
at Seattle University, 63 percent of general
population students manage to graduate with
a bachelor's degree; when Costco scholars
are added to that equation, the number jumps
to 92 percent.
The reality of what the Costco scholar-
ship can accomplish was highlighted by the
"personal" elements of the breakfast, which
included a briefdocumentary film about stu-
dents on both campuses and the effects the
scholarship has had on their home life.
There were also two student speakers -
Lloryn Hubbard, seniorbiology and cultural
anthropology major at Seattle University,
and Chalia Stallings-Ala'ilima, who attends
law school at the UW. Both gave emotional
speeches that drew rousting ovations from
audience members.
For at least one Costco scholar, the event
was a success - and one that makes suc-
ceeding at Seattle University even more ofa
challenge worth meeting head on.
"It was really inspiring," said Taylor
Shoecraft, freshman sociology major. "How
could you come to this and not want to give
back?"
Jackie Canchola I The Spectator
Norm Rice, visiting professor at the University of Washington
and master of ceremonies for the Costco Scholarship Fund
Breakfast, who provided introductions and wit.
High ranking students join forces, become 'SLAC'kers
Megan Peter
petell93@seattleu.edu
What started out as a half-day retreat a
year ago has grown into a super group of
leaders from the top student organizations
on campus.
Student Leaders Across Campus (SLAC)
was the brainchild ofMichelleEtchart, direc-
tor for student involvement, who had tried
in the past to organize the student leaders on
campus.
"It came out ofa desire for student organi-
zations with a campus-wide mission to work
together and collaborate," said Etchart, "as
well as the basics of getting to know each
other."
SLAC as of now is made up of the leaders
ofASSU, SEAC, RHA and The Spectator.
In the past the meetingshad been left solely
up to the student leaders themselves, which
often led to them not happening at all.
"We left it up to the students to continue
onmeeting with each other. But with student
schedules, meetings weren't consistent," she
said.
The group, which will meet once a month,
kicked off its inaugural meeting with an ex-
tended dinner so that the different students
leadershad an opportunity to get to know each
other and also learn what each organization
is doing.
"SLAC is a great way for RHA to meet
leaders from different organizations so that
we can build off of one another's ideas and
experiences," said Hedia Bozorghadad,
executive president for RHA. "Through
collaborating with other student leaders and
organizations, we can make the most of each
other's events."
While, the members of SLAC consist of
just the leader ofeach organization, they have
also been asked to name a second person that
would also be helpful to have as part of the
group.
"We are trying to keep abalance of a small
group so that [the students] are able to build
relationships but we don't want it to be too
inclusive," said Etchart.
Katie Lesseg, president ofSEAC, is excited
for the opportunity for there to be consistent
communication within eachgroup and the op-
portunities that will arise from the meetings.
"[This will help promote] each other and be
able to utilize skills to help improve relation-
ships between organizations," she said.
Etchart also credits Lesseg for being instru-
mental in the organizing SLAC, which is also
looking to expand beyond thefour groups that
are already involved.
"I would love to see KSUB involved,"
said Lesseg, referring to Seattle University's
student radio station. She also hopes for par-
ticipation from the Office of Multi Cultural
Affairs.
Etchart also emphasized that SLAC is not
meant to be an exclusive group but wants to
focus on groups that have a campus-wide
scope. But that is also not to say that as time
goes on other sub-groups of club presidents
could not occur as well.
Both Lesseg and Etchart agree that one of
the ultimate goals for the organizations is to
help pool resources and make the individual
organizations more visible across campus.
"My goal for SEAC is to really open up
co-sponsoring events with other organiza-
tions," said Lesseg. "I just want to get our
name out on campus, because I think that
everyone knows what SEAC is, but not ev-
eryone does."
Bozorghadad echoed Lesseg's senti-
ments.
"I also hope that RHA can learn about the
goals that other organizations have set for the
rest of the school year, so that we can all strive
to facilitate eachother's meetings, events and
programs," she said.
Though having these various organizations
meet could potentially create tensions be-
tween them dueto thesometimes-overlapping
mission of each group, it is a risk organizers
are willing to take.
"One thing I hope to model is that you
should step into that tension, create a dialogue
and commit to work things out," said Etchart.
"I think that is a very Jesuit way to do things
and a very important lesson for student leaders
who will go out into the world to engageand
work through tough situations."
Young Truong, president ofASSU, agrees
that the competition created between the
groups is often unnecessary and gets in the
way of achieving certain goals.
"But SLAC allow student organizations to
bring everything to the table so there are no
misunderstandings or unnecessary feud," he
said, "only a sense ofcommunity and a com-
mon of purpose of serving the student body
to the best of our abilities."
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-
cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $895.
I can answer any LSAT ques-
tion - let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
5244915
News
Seattle University sees surge in Saudi students
Leah Newcomb
newcombl@seattleu. edu
Seattle University often touts the immense
diversity of its campus, but last year, one
particular ethnicitywas conspicuously small:
the Arabic student population.
This year, however, SU has seen an explo-
sion in the number of international students
- particularly from Saudi Arabia. This expan-
sion is timely, as just this year the university
has added regular Arabic language courses
to its curriculum.
One man worth thanking for this increased
diversity on campus is King Abdullah, the
current ruler of Saudi Arabia. Recently,
Abdullah arranged to provide full scholar-
ships and stipends for up to 15,000Saudi Ara-
bian students to study in the United States,
withadditional scholarships for study in other
countries. This measure can be seen as a
reaction to the decreasing number of Saudi
Arabian students in the U.S. since 9/11.
The stipulation of such stipends, however,
is that these students return to Saudi Arabia
once they have graduated and make use of
I
American education,
is unique to have a [foreign] education
iudi Arabia," said Mohammed Algha-
, freshman computer science major
Saudi student. Knowing English, or
ler language in addition to Arabic, can
priceless asset in his
! country.
ittle University has
been increasingly
active in recruiting Ara-
bic students. Last fall,
Faizi Ghodsi, director of
|:nt
services and of
nternational student
:r, traveled through
liddleEast to recruit students for Seattle
ersity in a series of college fairs. This
Daul Sweet from the admissions depart-
is making the same tour.
Saudi Arabia, Ghodsi recalls, the fairs
the largest crowds because of Abdul-
new study abroad program.
Alghathmi, who met Ghodsi at one Saudi
■>ian fair, was attracted to the U.S. becausee opportunity to learn English. Although
Tlnivprcitv of Wa«h'natnn it cppttiq hp Vine\J 111VCI ally Ul Wd.Mllllg,lUll, 1L aCCllla 11C I WIS
found a niche here at Seattle University. Al-
ghathmi enjoys the welcoming atmosphere
and diversity of the campus, which he said
Across the street from
Seattle University, Eng-
the Test of English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL) exam, Seattle University allows
students who have passed the highest level
of English that ELS offers to enroll as un-
dergraduate students. Alghathmi is one
such student who has been living in Seattle
since late 2005, and began attending Seattle
University this year.
While currently only 11 Saudi Arabian
students are enrolled in courses at Seattle
University, many more are connected with
Seattle University, with up to as many as 70
Saudi students involved on campus through
ELS and through events hosted by the Mus-
lim Student Association (MSA).
Many Saudis, both from Seattle University
and ELS, attend events in the International
Student Center. A significant portion have
also been attending the ISC's Iftaar (breaking
of fast) celebrations on weekday evenings
during the month of Ramadan, which con-
tinues until Oct. 23 when the MSA tradi-
tionally hosts a large dinner in the Campion
Ballroom.
A number of the Saudi Arabian students
at ELS will go on to enroll at SU, but many
more will journey to institutions throughout
the United States. Currently, though, Seattle
is home to many Saudi students, and SU has
welcomed this opportunity for diversity with
open arms.
Although it is often difficult to judge, stu-
dents can look forward to an equally signifi-
cant number of Saudi students on campus in
future years, adding yet another flavor to the
diverse melting pot of Seattle University.
Socialists speakers embraced, criticized at campus speech
Erik Nielsen
erik@kythra.net
Abercrombie and Fitch rubbed shoulders
withripped T-shirts and dirty jeans as a broad
spectrum of Seattle University students, fac-
ulty and staff gathered on Sept. 28 along with
members of the general public to learn about
the SocialistAlternative.
Part internationalspeaking tour,part raucous
discussion and part membership drive, calls for
worker solidarity, an end to war and fair wage
for fair work resounded in the BarmanAudito-
rium on an otherwise quite Thursday night.
The meeting started with an informal gath-
ering outside the auditorium where tables
displayed al the usual merchandise: aneclectic
mix of T-shirts with political slogans, books
of socialist thought, pins, newsletters and the
übiquitous pamphlets.
Attendees and organizers chatted with the
featured speakers while students perused the
wares, occasionally buying items virtually
guaranteed to give their parents fits. At least
one student was overheard justifying her
purchase with the claim that she "felt guilty to
walk past a merchandise table without buying
something."
After the obligatory but brief plug for So-
cialist merchandise, as well as an even briefer
mentionofAaron Dixon's campaign for Senate,
an organizer of the Socialist Alternative then
encouraged the audience to get involved and
become active with the Socialist movement.
Finally, she outlined the format of the meeting
and introduced Irish Socialist Chris Loughlin.
Loughlin a passionate speaker and youth
organizer with the Socialist Party in Belfast
and has dedicated himself to pushing for
working-class unity as the solution to war,
environmental degradation, unemployment and
religious violence. Speaking with a broadIrish
accent, Loughlin started his speech with a brief
overviewof the "global crisis ofcapitalism" and
therecent protests inChile as well as a mention
of global student revolts.
Exhorting the audienceto "look at how badly
this world is run," Loughlin proceeded to state
that it is the market that creates class divisions
and tensions.
The solution to the global crisis, according
to Loughlin, is a Democratic Socialist society
— a society whose purpose is meetingpeoples'
needs.
After touching briefly on privatization, the
IMF and World Bank, Nigeria and Iraq as
examples of the evils of the market, Loughlin
continued witha scathing critique ofthe current
Iraq war. After briefly refuting the argument
that capitalism is the "least worst" scenario, he
proceeded to articulate the Socialist arguments
on working classes and wage inequality.
One argument forwarded to the muted sur-
prise of more than a few audience members
was that thepolitical ends ofSocialism are not
dictatorships, butrather a truly democratic soci-
etywith a planned economy. After all, Loughlin
argued, there is little difference between a cor-
porate business plan and a nationally planned
economy. Finally, he ended with the positive
belief that the American working class was so
powerful that itcould uplift and grant theentire
world salvation.
Following thunderous applause mixed with
muted skepticism, the second speaker was
introduced. An antiwar organizer with Ma-
vaak Socialist, Rami Eitan's speech brought
a uniquely Israeli perspective to the struggle
for Socialism.
Seemingly more concerned with everyday
practicalities thanLoughlin's soaring idealism,
Eitanfocused almost solely on therecent Israel-
Lebanon war and anti-war activism in Israel.
Believing that only through empowering the
working class can there be any lasting peace.
He also argued that thepopularityofHezbollah
and Hamas wasbecause the lack ofany socialist
alternative prompted people to support them
solely on anti-Imperialist grounds.
Following a brief "financial appeal," the
jority of the dis-
cussion focused
on Socialist ide-
als, there was
some dissention.
James Kilcup,
sophomore phi-
losophy major,
asked several
pointed ques-
tions about Iraq,
such as whether
the current oc-
cupation was
better or worse
than the Hussein
regime and what
solution would
Socialist Alterna-
tive have offered
to the oppres-
sion of the Iraqi
people.
After the oth-
er participants
sidestepped his
question, lanAd-
ams, sophomore
question and was roundly shouted down.
Despite the hostile reception, both Kilcup
and Adams were glad they attendedbecause "a
meeting like [the Socialist Alternative] on the
Seattle University campus is a great opportunity
for dialogue."
While someof the more extreme viewswere
"personally offensive," they were interested to
hear the viewpoints of"very well intentioned
and very bright people," despite the fact that
they both felt the Socialist Alternative was
"awash in idealism."
Some of the members of the Socialist Alter-
native seemed almost offended that people of
differing viewpoints would try and encourage
discussion on the Iraq war.
Loughlin, however, defended their right to
ask the loaded questions.
He believes that "it is important for [So-
cialists] to speak with people of differing
viewpoints" and he welcomed dialogue with
different groups because he felt that the move-
mentcould neverbe successful withoutwinning
over its opposition.
Thenext meeting ofthe SocialistAlternative
at Seattle University will be held on October 5
at 7p.m. in the BarmanAuditorium.
Alex Riedlinger / The Spectator
Speakers Chris Laughlin, center, and Rami Eitan, right, look
on as a student speaks during the recent Socialist Alternative
meeting on campus. The meeting was met with some criticism.
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THE HOME & THE WORLD/SMOKE SIGNALS
INTERNATIONAL FILM SERIES
Reception • Paccar Atrium ■ 6:3opm
Film ■ Pigott Auditorium < 7:oopm
/'HL'tVN INDIA: THE HOME & THE WORLD
-•Jillfr% THURSDAY, OCTOBER sth
hJfiimimm "A beautiful, morally complex, moving\Jj* Wszav evocation of a woman's dilemmas of love
and politics in 1907 India."
Indian Food Served.
Discussion with Or. Sonora Jha,
Prof, of Communications
USA NATIVE AMERICAN: SMOKE SIGNALS
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26th
Native American Food Served.
Discussion w/ Dr. Ted Fortier,
Prof, of History
international film series
ACADEMIC SALONS
sejnleu.edu/academicMlorii \»___^
Coming Soon: UK: My Beautiful Laundrette. November 30th; Iran: A Moment of Innocence. February Bth;
Denmark: Bapette's Feast. March Bth; Mongolia: The Story of the Weeping Camel. March 29th; Mexico: The
Exterminating Angel.April 19th; Italy: BJ6, May 17th;China/Hong Kong/Taiwan:Raise the Red Lantern, June 1 st.
Yetmany university officials are not
worryingabout the threat ofa potential
lawsuit, butrather are focusing their at-
tention on the victims ofthe abuse.
"At some level, that is for the courts
to decide [whetherSU islegally liable],
but what we are most concerned with
are the victims and their families," said
Tim Leary, senior vice president.
One of the top priorities of the uni-
versity is to make sure that nothing like
this ever happens again.
"There are clear guidelines [of how
to respond to allegations of sexual
abuse of a minor] in which they would
be immediatelyreported and wewould
[collaborate] with the prosecution,"
said Sundborg.
Leary echoed Sundborg's com-
ments.
"It is important that SU has a zero
tolerance [policy] and it is the num-
ber one most important thing when it
comes to dealing with sexual abuse of
minors," he said. "It's a criminal act
and if there is any suspicion of abuse
we will report it to the authorities."
As for the question ofwhether there
are any Jesuits currently on campus
who have ever beenaccused ofsimilar
crimes, there have beenonly twocases
of sexual abuse of a minor that have
been brought to Sundborg's attention
since his term as president at Seattle
University.
The one case is that of Toulouse,
and the other was recently brought to
his attention about single allegation of
sexual abuse of a minor in California
by someone who also taught at Seattle
University, but passed away in the
1980s.
Sundborg will not be releasing the
name of the accused until after he has
had time to speak with the family con-
nected with the allegation.
In also recent events, a press con-
ference was held directly outside of
campus on Tuesday by Survivors
Network of those Abused by Priests
(SNAP) requesting that John Whitney,
S.J. Provincial of the OregonProvince
and other Jesuit leaders like Sundborg
divulge the names ofJesuits who have
been accused of sexually abusing
minors.
"I thought it was important for you
to know that Seattle University wilt al-
ways disclose the namesof any priest,
living or deceased, whom we have
reason to believe has sexually abused
minors," said Sundborg in an e-maii
sent late Tuesday afternoon.
As it has been echoed in both the
Times' article and an e-mail that Sun-
dborg sent, the university wants to
encourageanyone who was victim of
sexual abuse to come forward.
"It is a tragic situationfor everyone,"
said Leary. "It is just behavior never
to be tolerated."
Toalso aid inwhat steps the universi-
ty should take next Sundborg is hosting
a Brown Bag Forum on Thurs. Oct. 5
from 12-1p.m. in SchafferAuditorium.
It is to give everyone an opportunity to
gather, ask questions and gain a better
understanding ofthe situationand what
the university should do in response.
"There is a real focus in all of the salons to
try and unite different ways ofunderstanding
the world through the eyes of different film
makers," he said.
When choosing films to showcase, the pro-
fessors felt it was important that all of those
includedbe written, directedandperformed by
people of the ethnicity featured in the film.
Organizers also chose films that were ar-
tistic, and would demonstrate aspects of the
"Watch these films
and see what you want
to make out of it. Just
enjoy the story or let it
change your life."
Dr. Sonora Jha
nation's culture. They specifically avoided
most documentaries and films that were too
serious or politically motivated.
Professor Kan Liang presented the first film
in the series on Sept. 20. A Taiwanese film,
"Eat, Drink, Man, Woman," directed by Ang
Lee, was attended by 50-75 students, despite
the fact that it was shown on the first day of
classes.
"The Home and The World" is an Indian
film that was directedby Satyajit Ray in 1984.
It tells the story ofa young bride who struggles
to get involved in a world that is divided by
its views of women, and will be screened by
Sonora Jha on Oct. 5.
Discussions with Jhaabout the film should
be particularly interesting, considering that
she interviewed the director as one ofher first
professional journalism assignments. The in-
terviewtook place in 1989, justmonths before
Satyajit Ray died.
"I loved itbecause he's suchan internation-
ally renowned filmmaker," she said of the ex-
perience. "He was just this terrific intellectual
from India." Jha finds Ray'sfilms to be power-
ful and moving, and expects that students will
be drawn into the storyline.
She is well aware of the impact that inter-
national cinema can have on a person. The
film "Bicycle Thieves," directed by Federico
Fellini, had a huge impact on Jha and helped
her realize that she wanted to go into thecom-
municationprofession.
"International cinema, for me, opened up
another world." Jha said. "Some things just
shape your life. Watch these filmsand see what
you want to make outofit. Just enjoy the story
or let it change your life."
The final film that will be shown this quar-
ter is the first film created entirely by Native
Americans.
"Smoke Signals," directedby local Sherman
Alexie will be shown on Oct. 26. It is about
NativeAmerican families living on a reserva-
tion on the Coeur D'Alene River in northern
Idaho. As two young men journey together,
they discover how much their lives truly are
intertwined.
"It's about the indigenous way of seeing
the world as opposed to the western scientific
way," saidFortier, theprofessor who will pres-
ent "Smoke Signals" and lead the subsequent
discussion.
Following thisfilm, a conferencetitled "The
Path and The Spirit" will be held on Oct. 27
at Seattle University to continue dialogue on
Native American cultures.
A new and enticing element of this year's
academic salons is the ethnic food that isbeing
served with the films. This is expectednot only
to draw more students to the events but also to
further expose themto another culture.
"Students sometimes won't even go to
Chinatown and eat Dim Sum, [or] theywon't
go a couple ofblocks and try Ethiopian food,"
Jha explained. "The food is going to create
atmosphere and draw them into that part of
the world."
In the past, students have been critical of
salons for being lecture heavy; this was cer-
tainly considered when Earenfight and others
planned the film series. The food that precedes
the film and an open discussion between stu-
dents and professorsafterwards is their attempt
to keep the series more interactive.
"Students tend to be cynical, because they
feel like someone's going to be talking at
them. They think 'Oh God, it's going to be
like another class or something,' and it's not,"
said Jha. "We're just going to sit around and
talk about the movie. And there's going to be
food. It's trying to get you to thinkof the story
in another part of the world."
Liang is confident that students will be sur-
prisedby what they learn, and hopes they will
gain further insights into otherworlds through
international cinema.
"Film is a very powerful art form that can
educate in a way, that sometimes, other me-
diums cannot," he said. "It can only take two
hours to deliver a strong message."
For students who are affected by the films
shown in the series oralready have an interest
in international cinema, professors Hahn and
Jha will be teaching courses in the spring on
internationalfilms. Jha's course will be titled
"World Cinema and Culture," and Hahn will
be teaching "The History ofWorld Cinema."
The academic salon film series will also
continue for the next two years, with a new
schedule offilms released each quarter.
U.N. official encourages new foreign policy
Brenda Stice
sticeb@seattleu. edu
Last Friday, former Assistant Secretary-
General of the United Nations Gillian So-
rensen gave a speech to an intimate audience
in the Pigott Auditorium entitled "Working
Together with the World; What's in it for
the U.S.?"
Sorensen was brought to Seattle University
by Americans for Informed Democracy, a
non-partisan, non-profit organization aiming
to educate younger generations of leaders
through town hall meetings, opinion pieces
and other similar events.
This particular hour-long town hall meet-
ing focused on what American citizens can
do to improve the United States' credibility
among the rest of the world.
"Let me start by admitting my bias by
saying, 'What's in it for us?' Everything,"
said Sorensen, immediately answering her
own question.
She expressed that the United States, al-
though accounting for a mere four percent of
the global population, is a privileged country;
after all, the U.S. possesses the strongest
economy and the biggest army. This consid-
ered, the actions of the country are seen on
a very large scale, and are not easily swept
under the doormats ofhistory.
When it comes right down to it, Sorensen
said, the country's image is "tarnished."
Fortunately in the U.S., the citizens have
the power to make a difference. Sorensen
suggests, first, being educated and under-
standing the world beyond geography. She
continued by saying thatAmericans should
travel abroad and see global citizens for
themselves. Most importantly, she added,
they must begin an extra effort into knowing
and accepting Islam.
As far as business goes, theU.S. should try
to contribute orwork with non-governmental
organizations such as Habitat for Humanity,
which is justone of the 4,000 NGO'scredited
at the United Nations.
Politically, Sorensen suggests that the U.S.
promote free and fair elections.
"We need to look beyond our borders, be-
yond the next election and hold our leaders
accountable," said Sorensen.
In order to do so, America needs lead by
exampleby utilizing and supporting the U.N.,
the only universal organization where the
entire earth is gathered.
"If the political will is there, and the
forces back it up, anything is possible," said
Sorensen.
Although she admits that the U.N. is not
perfect, she does say that the 60-year-old
institution should be supported and not
"bashed," especially on American soil (as
has been the case since the appointment
of outspoken conservative John Bolton as
U.S. ambassador during a senate recess in
2005).
Sorensen claims that other countries
look to the television and radio shows that
degrade the U.N., to say nothing of the fact
that bashing the organization fills a vacuum
of knowledge for a generation that doesn't
yet know ifits existence.
The disrespect hinders the progress of the
organization, rather than allowing it to build
on its successes.
Sorensen would like to see the U.S. take
initiative on a few tasks; most importantly,
paying all dues to the U.N. in full and on
time, ceasing U.N. bashing, being certain of
all accusations before acting upon them, and
supporting therecognition of therule oflaw.
Perhaps her largest request was for the end
ofAmerican exceptionalism.
"We cannot preach one standard and act
in anotherway," said Sorensen, commenting
on the United States' failure to sign various
treaties. The issues were wide-ranging, and
included pacts to get rid of land mines and
to contribute aid towards ending global pov-
erty. It took the U.S. 40 years to sign against
genocide.
Gillian Sorensen's goal was simple: she
wanted young people to begin asking them-
selves - and then act upon - the question,
"How long will it take Americans to speak up
and hold their leaders accountable?"
Nick Lollini /The Spectator
Gillian Sorensen addresses
students in the Pigott Audito-
rium mid-day last Friday.
(continuedfrompage 1}
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Often-overlooked Marksmanship Club returns with new year
Jessica Van Gilder
vangilde@seattleu. edu
It may seem contradictory, but despite the
complexities and discipline involved in shoot-
ing a firearm, the focus can simultaneously
bring a shooter entertainment and ease.
The Seattle University Marksmanship Club
offers just that and more,providing current and
potential student members a venue to explore
their shared interest in shooting.
"Shooting is very challenging because you
have to consider your breathing, your hand
grip, your target," said Ross Taylor, senior
business major with a minor in economics
who is the club's president. "But it's very
relaxing."
While the club puts safety first, it also
teaches members how to shoot stationary and
moving targets, depending on the firearm be-
ing used. Shooting a gun, whether it is a rifle,
pistol or handgun involves an integration of
the entirebody.
Dr. Andrew Tadie, associate professor of
English and advisor to the group who has
been involved since its inception in 1983, said
the Marksmanship Club "allows students to
develop particular kinds of skills necessary
for shooting well with rifles, pistons and shot
guns."
"[The club] focuses on individuals develop-
ing coordination between their senses [and]
eyes, and control over their body," he said.
"It's a very centering experience."
Although students may hold negative ideas
regarding guns and shooting, Taylor said such
stigmas should be forgotten. With the safety
precautions taken by the club and its members
the taboos ofshooting may beblown out of the
water afteran experience at a gunrange.
"I'd like to get people past the negative
connotations," said Taylor. "It's really for ev-
erybody. I say drop pre-conceived notions and
give it a shot.. .it's something to experience."
Kevin Grady, senior mechanical engineer-
ing major and co-armorer of the club, shares
Taylor's opinion on the relaxing nature of
firing a weapon.
"I think shooting can be both satisfying
and entertaining for as many differentreasons
as there are types of firearms," said Grady.
"Personally, I find shooting rifles in particu-
lar to be very calming, which can be quite a
paradox."
But the paradox works for boosting their
popularity, and the Marksmanship Club stays
high in the ranks among ASSU organizations
such as the Hawaiian Club.
"The club maintainsits membershipthrough
the dedication of members and to the gen-
eral operation of the club itself," said Grady.
"Whenever I tellpeople that Iam in the Marks-
manship Club, the most common response is,
'We have a gun club? Cool.'"
Tadie said the organization succeeds be-
cause they are "doing something no other club
does and in a way no other club does. Our
fundamental purpose is the development of a
particular kind of skill."
Taylor believes experience is not necessary,
but because shooting varies a tad from more
common sports a newcomer may find the skills
needed to shoot accurately fairly awkward.
"The first time you shoot a gun it's shocking.
It can be rather surprising,"he said. "Once you
get accustomed to it it's kind of exciting."
Each quarter this excitementkeeps plenty of
students intrigued, and this year Tadie expects
similar outcomes to years past. Club organizers
are looking forward to the Street Fair on Oct.
12, because they would like to see some new
faces join theranks ofclub returnees.
Over the years Tadie has managed to ac-
quire high quality firearms for the students,
which makes the sport more exciting and
demanding.
"Students have extra incentive. There's a
difference between a Volkswagen and Roll's
Royce. You want to measure up to the quality
of the firearm," said Tadie. "There's a special
pleasure that comes with that."
And for marksmen, shooting a gun tran-
scends being just an interesting sport - it is
incredibly rewarding as well.
"Honestly, it's very relaxing," said Taylor.
"When you're sitting there in a stall by your-
self it's very meditative...focusing on what
you're doing, focusing on getting the best
shot you can. When you do it right it's very
rewarding."
All new or experienced shooters are encour-
aged to join the club for a day on the shooting
range. The next shooting days are Friday, Oct.
6 and Monday, Oct. 16, with an informational
meeting held on Thursday, Oct. 12.
To maintain membership the Marksmanship
Club costs $20 and $35 annually, but the first
time out on the range is free. Equipment and
transportation will be provided as well. More
informationabout the club andhow to joincan
be retrieved from the club's website at http.7/
students.seattleu.edu/clubs/marksmanship.
Courtesy Dr. Andrew Tadie
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Seattle a second home to hip hop duo Atmosphere
Will Johnsen
johnsenw@seattleu. edu
The laidback duo ofSlug and producer ex-
traordinaireAnt - better known to the public
as Atmosphere - have long been a fixture on
the independent hip hop world. Recently, they
have become even more recognizable on a
national level and even sparked a major label
bidding war. But in Seattle they're still just
Sean andAnthony, and when they perform in
town it's like a reunion with old friends.
"It reminds me of home, it's a littlebigger
obviously, but the people are just a little on
the depressive side and a little too cool for
school at times and that's my thing, I'm into
that," said Slug in a recent interview about
Seattle, his music and hip hop in general.
It all started in February of 2001 at the
Paradox. They came as a virtually unknown
rap group from the Midwest, and since then
the legend has grown.
"Coming to Seattle, there was already so
much stuff going on we were just another
thing, so we got to casually just walk in and
get embraced," said Slug. "There were no
weird beefs, [because] none of these kids
knew me. I didn't grow up with them, so it
was just on some real hip hop love."
Along with their notoriety, Atmosphere
established the working model of an in-
dependent movement with Rhymesayers
Entertainment, their collectively owned
and operatedrecord label. Along with some
hometown friends, the label has seen the
release of Seattle's own Boom Bap Project
and Grayskul.
"Every record that we have put out has
been a friend of ours. Hence how you see
these Oldominon [local Seattle crew] cats or
anybody from outside our city: we've gotten
to know those people," said Slug.
In the summer of 2003 Atmosphere was
courted by several major labels that wanted
to release theiralbum Seven s Travels. In the
end, they sided with the independent power-
house Epitaph - a label usually specializing
in punk rock - for the release, and haven't
looked back.
With the experience of dealing with major
labels behind them, Rhymesayers set their
sights on those friendships they had built in
the early days touring across the country and
specifically in Seattle.
Slug feels a real sense ofkinship among
Seattle artists.
"Friendships were built and it wasn't a mat-
ter of'Seattle's popping, lets get artists from
there,'" he said. "It's more a matter of over
the last five years we've been able to network
and build foundations and friendships, and I
guess it really comes down to just that nice
people get along with nice people."
While their place in Seattle remains firmly
planted - the city is one of their top five U.S.
markets - they made yet another appearance
just a month ago that is sure to hold special
significance, not just for their Seattle fans,
but for the group as well.
"I'm not entirely sure that I've come to
grips with the fact that that happened yet,"
said Slug about opening the main stage of the
three-day Bumbershoot music festival for A
Tribe CalledQuest.
While the name A Tribe Called Quest may
not mean much to fans of hip hop today, the
magnitude of that moment is not lost on Slug,
a die hard hip hop head for life.
"I remember going to the Smokin' Grooves
tour and squeezing my way up front and actu-
ally getting the opportunity to give Q-Tip a
copy of one of the old tapes, and he took it
while he was on stage rapping," said Slug.
"So, yeah, to be able to get on stage before
him 10 years later was pretty weird."
Bumbershoot not only made Atmosphere
history books, but it was also the defining
moment for Seattle hip hop in 2006. Mul-
tiple local acts on several stages performed,
including the Blue Scholars on the main stage
before Kanye West.
But even with the local achievements, the
self proclaimed slogan "the 2-0-6 in 2006"
seems to be no closer a reality than it was at
the start of the year.
"I don't really see it not happening in
Seattle, it's just that Seattle hasn't got its
Atmosphere yet," said Slug. "And fromwhat
I can see I would look at Vitamin D as being
the potential for that, 'cause, you know, he's
got the history and he's been involved. He's
a jack of all trades."
So Seattle waits patiently for the oppor-
tunity to have its own Atmosphere, but in
the end, Slug explained it best when he said,
"Just do you, don't follow any of us 'cause
we are all learning step by baby step, each
and everyday."
Courtesy of MySpace
Downtown, fine art
on a light budget
Jessie DiMariano
dimarian@seattleu.edu
The firstThursday ofeverymonth means a
free ticket to the best local art and culture in
Seattle. On these days you can visit the city's
amazing museums, treat yourself to some
aesthetic enlightenment with the Art Walk
- all while maintaining your budget.
Oct. 5 is the next First Thursday, and there
is plenty to look forward to. Not only do you
gain free admission to museums, but there are
also a slew ofartistic and cultural events that
you can attend in the city.
The most familiar spot for First Thursday
events is Pioneer Square. Gallery owners
open their doors until 8 p.m., inviting ev-
eryone to gather downtown and view local
art in the city.
The Gallery Walk, which began over 20
years ago, was started by Pioneer Square
gallery owners and offers art-lovers the op-
portunity to view, discuss and purchase art. It
begins at 6 p.m. at Main St. and Occidental,
giving students the chance to view Seattle's
leading art galleries and their new monthly
exhibits and artists.
Catering to participants in the Art Walk,
nearby cafes and coffee shops stay open later
and often take part in the festivities.
First Thursday events are a unique and
popular part of Seattle's appeal, oftentimes
drawing large crowds. Downtown, the galler-
ies are within walking distance of each other,
and it is a fun and relaxing way to connect
with the culture here.
In Pioneer Square, these events include
the Art in the Park, street performers, and
restaurant or coffee shop shows.
619 Western is one of the local galler-
ies on the rise. The building is home to a
largely eclectic group of artists that rent out
individual studio space within the various
galleries. They lend an artistic home to Se-
attle photographers, painters, sculptors and
carpenters alike.
Chris Sheridan, who recently moved
to Seattle from Brooklyn, N.Y. in March,
has a studio within the Ace Studios Gal-
lery on the third floor. His work includes
paintings of figures and landscapes, which
will be on display in time for November's
Art Walk.
His work is part ofa show that will include
a total of 60 abstract and cityscape pieces,
along with the work of his girlfriend Kate
lery, providing attrac-
tive art, fantastic food and drinks. Sheridan
noted that First Thursday events at 619 West-
ern draw a large number of guests.
"I have been here since May and I usu-
ally see around 500 people a night," said
Sheridan.
Another socially enriched location for
First Thursday events is at the Seattle Asian
Art Museum. The museum has recently
introduced a "lush and lively" atmosphere
every Thursday night, with galleries open
until 9 p.m.
On the first and second Thursday of each
month, visitors of theAsian Art Museum can
also enjoy live world music and jazz,as well
as wine, espresso and other tasty treats.
So whether you are looking to attend a
First Thursday event for the social scene or
the aesthetic appeal — or maybe just for the
sake of fantastic art — your best option lies
right here in the city for a unique start to the
weekend.
Not available in November but are inter-
ested in Chris' work? Visit his website at
www.chrissheridan.com to learn more about
his upcoming events and the mark he is mak-
ing on the Seattle art scene.
Photos by Alex Riedlinger/The Spectator
Local artists including Chris Sheridan combine their talents at
Ace Studios, a favorite stop on the Pioneer Square Art Walk.
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star of drag hit Hedwig and the Angry
Inch, knows relationships. He effortlessly
entwines the stories of two couples - a sex
therapist and her husband and a homosexual
couple - with the lives of three other people;
a dominatrix, a voyeur and a love-starved
wallflower.
Sofia, the sex therapist (Sook-Yin Lee),
can't find her orgasm and is invited to a salon
in Brooklyn called Shortbus by her clients
James and Jamie (Paul Dawson and PJ De-
Boy) who are trying to come to terms about
whether or not to open up their committed
homosexual relationship.
While at the club Sofia meets a dominatrix
namedSeverin (Lindsay Beamish) who can't
seem to get close to anyone and the two form
a friendship based on reciprocity. Severin
will help Sofia find her orgasmand Sofiawill
teach Severin how to connect. In a tenderand
funny scene, Sofia gets Severin to admit her
real name as a first step towards trust; she
goes on to divulge that in her former life she
was known as JenniferAniston.
Meanwhile, wallflowerCeth (Jay Brannan)
I
for James and Jamie - not separately,
> a couple. He pursues the idea ofa mo-
nous three-way relationship with them,
s is actively cultivating as his master
s to commit suicide once he has finished
deo memoirof the couple's life together,
loes not want Jamie to be left alone.
The voyeur Caleb (Peter Stickles) lives in
Krtment with a grandstand viewof Jamesmie's apartment. He is deeply offendedth's interference in James and Jamie'sand will stop at nothing to repair the
wholeness of the couple.
Caleb, however, is not your ordinary voy-
eur. He actively mixes voyeurism with the
stalking of James whom has always been
his favorite because of the fact that James
is suffering from a slight case of depres-
sion. However, Caleb is unaware of James'
Ktion when he rescues him from hisle attempt. "Why would you do that toelf?," he asks,the end, each person finds what theyhave been des-
perately looking
an orgasm, the
ability to love,
a reason to live
and connec-
tion.
ma on Oct. 13 at
8 p.m. Follow-'
ing the screen-
ing there will be
a gala at the Se-
attle Aquarium
which will be attended by two of the films
stars, Jay Brannan and Peter Stickles.
Another one of the standout films to be
shown at this year's festival is a documentary
entitled Songbirds, screening Oct. 18 at the
Harvard Exit Theater.
Songbirds looks at the lives and crimes of
six female prisoners housed at Downview
Prison in Sutton, England, home to 250
women. The women's crimes range from
drug smuggling to assault and burglary to
manslaughter.
Oral history and vocal prowess are show-
cased in this brilliant and fresh documentary
directed by Brian Hill.
In Songbirds the women actually sing
about their lives in a variety of styles rang-
ing from hip-hop to lullaby. The lyrics were
based on lengthy interviews conducted with
the women. A composer then wrote music
and a voice coach worked with each inmate
to perfect her singing ability.
The result is an engaging and innovative
film which combines candid interviews with
impassioned musical interludes.
The festival will run from Oct. 13-22 and
will showcase more than 100 films at six
different venues around Seattle. Among the
shorts, documentaries, real life mystery and
feature lengths are: the International Spot-
light film 50 Ways ofSaying Fabulous; the
Centerpiece feature Eating Out 2: Sloppy
Seconds; the annual sing along of Funny
Girl starring Barbara Streisand; and Puccini
for Beginners, the closing night feature to be
followed by a gala at the South Lake Union
Discovery Center.
Check out www.seattlequeerfilm.com for
more information on the schedule of times
and venues for films. Single ticket prices
range from $3-$25, with festival passes rang-
ing from $60-$ 175. The opening and closing
night prices are $25 which includes the gala
after each.
Ben Kweller stays true to his sound
Megan Peter
pete!l93@seattlen. edu
■st on the heels of therelease ofhis self--1 album, Ben Kweller took the stage atShowbox thispast Saturday to a welcom-
ing and more intimate crowd than his last
performance at the venue.
While the night's openers
the Sam Roberts Band wer
lackluster at best, Kweller
energy was intense from th
moment he and therest ofh
band took the stage. Openin ;
with two new songs offhis la
est album Ben Kweller (AT
Records 2006), theyoung mu
sician got the crowd pumpe(
up and ready to rock.
From doing cartwhee s
on stage to dancing to John
ny Cash-like guitar move
Kweller reminded everyon
in attendance what it meant t
go to a fantastic concert. Ant
while he did play a handfu
of songs off the new album
he performed old favorite
including "Lizzie," the beau
tifully written song abou
his now-wife, and the crowc
pleaser "Wasted & Ready."
The audience was priv
to some of the best reason
Kweller is great to see in concert, from
taking song request via a paper airplane to
singing "Happy Birthday" to one lucky fan.
He also left talking in-between songs to a
minimum, allowing for the best use of his
time on stage.
Kweller's latest is his third full-length
album to come out and it has a very similar
soundto 2004's On My Way, (ATO Records),
with a full band behind him he also brings
in the electric guitar more. Though Sha Sha
(ATO Records 2002) is his best effort to date,
thez latest album is nothing to laugh at. It still
has the pop-indie-rock sound with a slight
country twang that
The strongly structured songs showcase
Kweller's ability to write about everything
from the humorous to the serious. Listeners
will hear a more mature side of him on this
new album, with a distinctly cleanersound on
some songs. Highlights include the upbeat "I
Gottta Move," and the emotionally moving
"Thirteen," a song about falling in love.
It is not only the lyrics that make Kweller's
songs great and complete the album, but it
is the music itself. With a full band behind
him, Kweller is able to do more with the
drums and piano that give songs that extra
■something needed to make
them great. A prime example
of thisis the toe-tapping piano
beginning of "Penny on the
Train Track." Like many of
the songs on the album, it is
difficult to not want to put the
CD on full blast and dance
around wildly.
Too many people, the al-
bum might seem like all new
songs, but longtime fans of
Kweller will recognize a new,
more rocked out version of
"I Don't Know Why." The
song made its first appear-
ance as an acoustic one on
his first LP Freak Out, It s
Ben Kweller (self-released
2000). While the new version
sounds great, it seems to lack
a bit ofhonesty of its original
counterpart.
The only downside to the
night was thefact thatKweller
ended the concert after only a
one song encore. But it was
a strong finish with a high-energy rendition
of "I Need You Back."
With any luck, Kweller will be good for
his word and return to Seattle next year,
and many more people will be able to enjoy
the great music that others have loved for
years. I
Courtesy ofWikipedia
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On and off campus events
that'll make your week spin.
TTnirs.,Oct.s
First Thursday and theArt Walk
All day, check local museums and
galleries
India.The Home and the World
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
Pigott Auditorium
Sol-lllaquists ofSound'with Glue and
other special guests
Chop Suey
8p,m.,510
Fri., Oct. 6
Common Market
The Bistro
9 p.m.
This Providence CD Release Party,
withForgive Durden, Tyson and
Endeavor
Free! 4:30 p.m.(doors), show begins
5 p.m.
Lucero withRocky Votolato, William
Elliot Whitmore
The Crocodile Cafe"
21+$10 adv., $12 door
Not 21 yet but still interested? Check
them out at 2 p.m. Saturday for an
all-ages encore performance
Blue October with Test YourReflex
and Oslo
The Showbox
$17 advance, $19 door
7 p.m. doors open
Sat, Oct. 7
We Are Scientists withArt Brut
Neumos
$13,8 p.m.
Sun., Oct. 8
Jedi MindTricks withRA the Rugged
Man, Outerspace and Dim Mak
Neumos
8 p.m., $12
Sin Sundays
Heaven's Nightclub
$10 before 11 p.m.
Mon., Oct. 9
MethodMan withSaigon
The Showbox
Bpjn., $25
Tues., Oct. 10
'Clap Your Hands andSay Yeah with
Architecture in Helsinki and Takka
Takka
The Showbox
8 p.m., $20
ChrisBrown with Ne-Yo
The Paramount
7:30 p.m., $29.50-$39.50
Ongoing:
Oct. 5- Nov. 5
Thorn Pain (based on nothing)
Seattle Repertory Theatre
Get these tickets now:
Oct. 12
The Killers
The Paramount
8p,m.,527.50
Ifyou haven't seen it yet;
Laser Floyd
Seattle Center
Every Fri., Sat. at 9:15 p.m.
(continuedfrom page 1)
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LGFF has something for everyone
BRAVO!
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT APPLAUDES
YOUR ACHEIVEMENT!
BRAVO! is BACK
Submit nomination forms for students via the Leadership
Development website. Anyone can nominate, so please
help us recognize everyday leadership on SU's campus.
Check The Spectator each month for a new BRAVO!
recipient.
TO SUBMIT A NOMINATION
OR FOR MORE INFORMATION
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE
www.seattleu.edu/getinvolvedyieadership/bravo.o6.nomination.asp
Features
Is Seattle
Division I
Becoming Division I
will mean adding more
sports, which could
include golf, baseball,
tennis and/or crew.
Rose Egge
eggee@seattleu. edu
; Seattle University's board of trustees re-
centlyapproved an eight-month long fact-find-
ing study regarding the idea ofmoving Seattle
University athletics into Division I joining the
West Coast Conference (WCC).
I While there have beenrumors of a move to
Division I for years, the administration consid-
ers it a serious possibility at this time. Various
university officials: believe that SU would fit
well in the WCC. Seven of the eight schools
that Seattle University wouldbe joining in the
WCC are also Jesuit an(l have similar missions.
These schools are considered academic peers
and hold the same high standardsof scholarly
athletes that SU boasts.
Rob Kelly, vicepresident ofstudent develop-
ment, explained how he strongly believes that
SU should join theWCC.
"I think the natural trajectory ofthe school,
in terms of our academic quality, our students
and our mission really load us to believe it's
not a matter ofshould we go back to Division I,
but when we should," saidKelly. "The greatest
benefit wouldbe to play withsimilar schools;
we doh*t fit where we are now."
Bill Hogan, director of athletics, also sees
the WCC as a perfect fit for SU.
"The West Coast Conference is a very strong
academic league and a very, very strong com-
petitive league," said Hogan. "When I was in
theWestCoast Conference for thelast 15 years,
everyone in the league thought that SU would
be a great addition."
Under close watch
I tee" chaired by Kelly
and Provost John
Eshelman. The com-
mittee will conduct
extensive research and
meet twice a month to decide if moving to
Division I would be henefieiai for the uni-
versity. While the committee is still being
finalized, it is expected to contain a diverse
group ofmembers, including trustees, athletic
and academic administration, faculty, alumni,
students and athletes.
"It's such an important decision that ev-
eryone needs to be consulted," Kelly said,
explaining the emphasis on a diverse commit-
tee. "At the same time, we'll host lunches or
community meetings so that even ifyou're not
on the committee you have the opportunity to
haveyour voice be heard."
During this period, the Athletic Department
is also conducting extensiveresearch, listening
to the opinions ofstudents and athletes, as well
as doing theirbest to provide a smooth transi-
tion into Division I, if that is the direction the
school decides to go.
In May 2007, the committee will present a
recommendation to the board of trustees who
will then decide if the school should submit
a formal application to the NCAA to join the
WCC. Application approval generally takes
two to three years and requires the consent of
all university presidents in the conference. If
SU is approved, there may be an additional
reclassification year ia which the university
would still compete inDivision II and prepare
for the transition to Division I.
Additional sports
There are certain standards that the universi-
ty would also need to meet to join the WCC.
One prominent change would be the ad-
dition of several sports. While officials have
not decided what would be added, university
administration and the Athletic Department
have considered the university's history in
athletics; as well as the inequities between
the men and Women's sports teams that we
currently host.
One likely addition would be men's base-
ball.
"If you add something like baseball, [the
players are] usually very good and very posi-
tive students," said Hogan. 'That means we're
[going to] have a certain number of meri ithat
choose to come to Seattle U, and that might
balance out our ratios of men to women."
Other sports that compete in the WCC and
would likely be added at SU include men's and
women's tennis, crew and golf.
The Athletic Department is not concerned
with these additions.
"We'd need to add a couple sports, which
would be fine. It wouldbe some of the sports
we already had before so it wouldn't be like
starting new territory," said Hogan. "We'd be
going back to the past a littlebit."
He went on to explain that the only sports
the school would consider adding are those
that would "enhance the university's admis-
sions."
Updating facilities
One area of concern wouldbe updating the
facilities that already exist so that they are ad-
equate to support Division I programs. As the
facilities stand now, only some sports wouldbe
able to compete on campus. For example,while
yjjSe new Championship Field is capable o!
hosting Division I games, both of the school's
; basketball teanis would have to perform of:
campus, possibly at the Key Arena.
Still, university administration and theAth-
letic Department do not consider this much
of a setback;
"Many Schools around the country hav;
played off campus until they built up the fat
base to build3|he stadium near the campus,"
saidKelly.
Hogan believes that playing off camput
would not hurt the teams or deplete fan par-
ticipation. IpPBHM
"All of our preference would be to have on
campus a four to five thousand seat arena," he
said. "Currently that's not possible, but well
make the most of it."
For the most part, recent updates around
the Connolly Center have made steps towards
making it iSivision I sufficient.
However, a lack of available parking and
: - property for expansion may cause difficulties
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Alaska-Anchorage Seawolves Alaska-Fairbanks Nanooks Northwest Nazarene Crusaders Saint Martins Saints
Affiliation:None Student Body: 17,512 Affiliation:None Student Body: 10,487 Affiliation: Nazarene Student Body: 1,627 Affiliation:Benedictine Student Body: 1,100
Main Stadium: Wells Fargo Sports Complex Main Stadium: Patty Center Main Stadium: JohnsonSports Center Main Stadium: Saint Martins Pavilion
Capacity: 1,250 Capacity: 2,000 Capacity: Unknown Capacity: 4,300
Division I West
University of San Diego Toreros Gonzaga University Bulldogs Saint Mary's Gaels Santa Clara Broncos
Affiliation: Jesuit Student Body: 7,000 Affiliation: Jesuit Student Body: 6,300 Affiliation:Lasillian Student Body: 2,500 Affiliation: Jesuit Student Body: 7,000
Main Stadium: Jenny Craig Pavilion Main Stadium: Martin Centre Main Stadium: Saint Mary's Stadium Main Stadium: Leavey Center
Capacity: 5,100 Capacity: 6,000 Capacity: 5,500 Capacity: 4,500
Benefits aside from athletics
There would be several academic benefits
to the university if officials decide to move
to the WCC.
While it is easy to consider an elevation of
the university's athletics as the focus of the
move, switching to Division I could have
several positive effects on the university's
academic aspect.
Pof
all, admissions would likely be
i in a positive way if the university
part of the WCC. Even students who
athletes consider athletic programs
main factor in their decisionbetween
schools that are academic equals.
"Students who are higher ability stu-
dents in terms ofacademics might say
'Wow, I [want to] go to a school
that has Division I athletics. I
ity education, but where am I
going to get the Division I,'"
The gender inequity at SU
-the student body is over
also be balanced out as a
result of Division I athlet-
ics. Many male students l
consider a successful Divi-
sion I athletics program to be
an important aspect of their;
liege experience.
Secondly, many in the school
have also argued that the value of
a degree from SU wouldbe increased
it were to move to Division I athlet-
ics. Notoriety that comes from being in
the WCC gives future employers a positive
impression of SU and their alumni,
"There's a little buzz to have a name recog-
nition when you go out into the market place,"
said Hogan. "We've seen this with Gonzaga:
yoU;go anywhere in the country and everyone
knows where Gonzaga University is."
Lastly, moving into Division I would not
mean lowering the academic standards for
its student athletes. In fact, Division I has
even stricter academic requirements for
initial and continued eligibility of their
athletes than Division 11. Both SU and
the WCC are well known for recruiting
academically-motivated student athletes,
and the university does not expect this to
change.
"Our coaches do a really great job
of getting scholar athletes and that
would need to continue, period," said
Kelly. "I don't want it to change."
Division I competition
Beyond the academic concerns, some might
wonder ifSU's teams would compete well at
the Division I level. The Athletic Department
SU's facilities are not cur-
rently adequate to host
Division I basketball games.
Making the switch will mean
playing off-campus, possibly
in the Key Arena.
is not worried and seems confident that the
programs would improve with new scholar-
ship opportunities and better recruitment.
"Right now, in our current state, I thinkyve
would be competitive in t\so or three yejars.
But if w0 did decide we Wiere [going to]; go
to the WGC, we would beef up our facilities,
our coaching and the resources available to
our students so that we wojild be very com-
petitive," said Rob Kelly. "I've often said that
within a few years we could:go to champion-
ships."
While it will take some time for SU athletics
Pust to the change, the common idea is thatcan take it in stride."Certainly there would be an acclima-tion period," said Eric Guefra, assis-
tant director ofathletics. "However,
several ofour teams already have
proven themselves against es-i
tablishedDivision I teams."
Although Hpgan is only in
nprove SU's athletic programs, it could also
increase fan support for the teams and boost
morale on campus. University administra-
tion expects that as teams develop and have
winning seasons, fan support will develop
1 iffl
Division I could have a positive effect on the
overall morale on campus.
"Athletics is a natural; connection to the
schobl, so studeiits lire [going;to] he more
connected tQ Seattle University/' he said. "It
provides' a sense; of belonging ktid a sense of
students.?'
[any members of, administration and the
Athletic Department believe tsaft joining the
WCC would provid4 exciting opportunities
for publicity and incjeaseHhe positive image
ofSLf. Guerra emphasized that sportsc&n serve
as a powerful way to?intr|>duce people to the
"The opportunity lifes in the consistentmedia
exposure the university would enjoy in the
major West Coast markets," he said. "This
exposure could yield tremendous dividends in
moved into Division 11. The administration
argues that much has changed since then and
that SU is in a much better position to play in
the WCC now than in the past.
"At the time [Division I] didn't fit who we
were, enrollments were a lot lower, our aca-
demic quality was a lot lower [and] our faculty
and staffwasn't as strong and vibrant as I hey
t now," said Guerra. "Improvement in thedscape of collegiate athletics and the city's
economic vitality make comparing the past to
present nearly impossible."
Among the administration there is an over-
whelming sense that SU is ready to make the
move into Division I.
"It's an exciting challenge," said Hogan.
"It's not [going to] be easy, but I think that if
we make this happen the benefits would far
outweigh any of the negative, and that's for
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Conference JyißT life:
Seattle Pacific Falcons Central Washington Wildcats Western Oregon Wolves Western Washington Vikings
ation: Methodist Student Body: 3,900 Affiliation: None Student Body: 10,190 Affiliation: None Student Body: 4,900 Affiliation: None Student Body: 10,616
Main Stadium: Royal Brougham Pavilion Main Stadium: Nicholson Pavilion Main Stadium: Physical Education Building Main Stadium: Sam Carver Gym
Capacity: 2,650 Capacity: 2,000 jf Capacity: 2,473 Capacity: 3,100
Pepperdine Waves University of San Francisco Dons University ofPortland Pilots Loyola Marymount Lions
Affiliation: Church of Christ Student Body: 8,300 Affiliation: Jesuit Student Body: 8,447 Affiliation: Holy Cross Student Body: 3,200 Affiliation: Jesuit Student Body: 8,704
Main Stadium: Firestone Fieldhouse Main Stadium: War Memorial Gym Main Stadium: Chiles Center Main Stadium: GerstenPavilion
Capacity: 3,104 Capacity: 3,000 Capacity: 4,852 Capacity: 4,156
adf Upcoming Redhawk sporting eventsWed. Oct. 11, 3 p.m. Men's soccer vs. San FranciscoState at Championship FieldSat. 12 p.m. Women's soccer vs. Central Washingtonat Championship FieldSat. 7 p.m. Volleyball vs. Seattle Pacific University atBrougham PavilionSat. 10:30 a.m. Cross-Country Western WashingtonCross Country Invitational at Lake Padden Park.
Caffeine concerns arise with
whispers of imminent drug testing
Leah Newcomb
newcombl@seattleu. edu
For the first time in two years, between
six and eight athletes at Seattle University
will be randomly selected by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) for
drug testing.
Last year, the NCAA did not choose to
test those who played sports at SU. Seattle
University athletes were tested two years
ago and, like any similar Division II school,
student athletes can expect that drug tests will
take place during one ofevery two academic
years.
According to the NCAA Drug Testing
Program Book, the policy of testing for
banned substances was created in 1986, "so
that no one participant might have an arti-
ficially induced advantage, so that no one
participant might be pressured to use chemi-
cal substances in order to remain competi-
tive, and to safeguard the health and safety
of participants."
The technical term for all performance-
enhancing methods is "ergogenic aid." The
NCAA attempts to regulate ergogenic aid so
that all athletes compete on a level playing
field.
The consequences for a positive drug
test are severe, and Seattle University takes
NCAA drug testing very seriously: for a first
positive test, an athlete will be ineligible for
the remainder of the year, and for a second
strike, the student is banned from NCAA
athletics for life. Athletes who fail to show
up for their drug test are considered to have
tested positive.
However, a cause for current campus con-
cern is that many over-the counter products
contain banned substances.
Ephedrine, a banned substance similar to
caffeine, is present in a range ofcold and flu
medications. Many supplemental formulas
geared towards athletes also contain banned
substances, so students must be especially
careful with their diet and supplements.
Muscle Milk is one such popular formula
that contains growth hormones, although the
company provides an alternative that better
complies with theNCAA list. Muscle Milk is
a powdered drink mix that is said to promote
muscle growth, fat burning and an increased
work out recovery time; many athletes use
similar supplements to aid their training.
This year, Eric Guerra, associate athletic
director for compliance, has been working
with athletes on nutrition and dietary con-
cepts. He has been careful to make sure that
Seattle U athletes are aware of the banned
substances. All athletes are expected to report
banned substance concerns, and often when
a medication contains such a substance, the
NCAA will make alternative recommenda-
tions for the athlete.
Caffeine in high doses has been present
on this list for several years, but just this fall
the NCAA recommended that athletes stop
drinking RedBull and Monsterenergy drinks.
While these products are not specifically
mentioned on the NCAA banned substances
list, they are essentially against regulations
due to their high caffeine content. The prod-
ucts are seen as stimulantsand performance-
enhancers.
Studies have shown that caffeine in high
doses can have detrimental effects, such as
nervousness, insomnia, and restlessness.
Caffeine in lower doses, however, tends to
improve enduranceand focus by preventing
drowsiness; caffeine also may improve long-
term endurance.
Seattle is a city reputed for its caffeine ad-
diction, and college students are notorious for
elevated caffeine consumption, so naturally
many Seattle University athletes have been
concerned.
"[Red Bull] is not performance enhanc-
ing, it just keeps you awake," said Lindsey
Aucutt, a juniorEnglish major on the softball
team.
Aucutt, who used to drink Red Bull on a
regular basis, echoes the sentiment ofmany
Seattle University athletes. But others, like
Rebekah Henrich, a freshman International
Studies major involved with SU track &
field, avoid caffeine altogether during the
athletic season.
"Caffeine can dehydrate you," she said.
How much caffeine does it take to test
positive on a drug test? If the concentration
in a urine sample exceeds 15micrograms/mL,
the test is considered positive. Two cups of
black coffee would typically yield between
three and six micrograms, so five cups of
black coffee could potentially yield a posi-
tive test.
A typical 8.3-oz can of Red Bull contains
approximately the amount ofcaffeine in one
cup ofcoffee. However, most energy drinks
contain several caffeine-like substances in
addition to their caffeine content and thus
have additional performance-enhancing
capabilities.
Caffeine affects the body within five
minutes of initial consumption, and peaks
within 15-20 minutes, in the average adult
body. After another three to five hours, the
caffeine in the body is typically reduced to
half, though this figure can vary widely from
person to person, taking much longer for
pregnant women or women taking oral con-
traceptives, and shorter for cigarette-smokers
due to increased metabolism.
The threat ofa positive caffeine test seems
rather small for most student athletes, but
Seattle University does little to inhibit the
caffeine intake of its students. Many high-
caffeine energy drinks are widely available
around the Seattle University campus, as,
naturally, is coffee.
Red Bull, which has been given out for
free on campus in the past, was launched
in the late 1980's in Europe and originally
marketed to college students. Living in a
city known for its coffee business does not
alleviate matters.
Many athletes feel that listing caffeine,
and specifically Red Bull, as a prohibited
substance is unfair. Softball player Aucutt
thinks that it is "ridiculous."
For example, many students drink high
amounts of caffeine around finals, and it
does not seem unlikely that a student could
test positive for caffeine, were they tested
during finals.
"It could pose a potential risk, if we're
not careful," said associate athletic director
Guerra.
However, few students would drink such a
large volume of caffeine on a regular basis.
This conflict between caffeine as an athletic
performance-enhancer and as a normal part
of a student's habits presents some worries
for the future. Athletes can only wonder what
the NCAA will come up with next.
Currently, though, most students seem to
approve of the NCAA drug testing process.
"Some students say that it means they
don't trust us, but I think it's a good idea,"
said Henrich.
Some think that the banned substances
list is overly strict, but the truth is that drug
testing helps to ensure fair competition by
forcing athletes to be accountable for their
diet and supplements. Student athletes who
are careful to abide by theNCAA regulations
should have no reason to worry.
Graphic Illustration by Alex Riedlinger/The Spectator
Seattle's Katie Hansen out for the season
Casey Penaluna
penaluna@seattleu. edu
Katie Hansen and Nicholas Alvarado
continued to set records and shatter personal
bests while running for Seattle University's
cross country teams last weekend.
It came as little surprise to anyone that
Hansen was at the front of the pack again
during Saturday's meet. Despite running
with a fractured metatarsal, Hansen placed
in the top twenty at the 32ndannual Charles
Bowles Invitational hosted by Willamette
University in Oregon.
"My foot felt fine during the entirerace, but
with 300 meters to go, I felt something pop/
snap in my foot. It hurt, but I really wanted
to finish, so I ignored the pain and continued
to push through the last bit of therace," said
Hansen. "I mean, there was no way I was
going to quit with 300 meters to go."
Her spirit and determinationpaid offas she
moved from 22nd to 14th place in a matter
of 800 yards and set a new personal record
by running a faster 5k than she had during
last year's track season. Hansen finished the
5000-meter course in a time of 18:19.65, just
eight seconds outside the top ten.
Hansen must get surgery to allow her bone
to properly heal and is out the rest of the
season, but is looking forward to this spring's
track season.
"It was a very bitter-sweet meet for me.
When I finished the race, I couldn't decide
whether to laugh or cry, so I did a little of
both," said Hansen. At least I ended my
season with a bang."
Overall, every member of the women's
cross country team had a pretty incredible
race, running against 32 teams comprised
of 298 runners. Besides Hansen some of the
other outstanding performances of the day
was ran byCharisse Arce who finished the
race just after Hansen, placing in 113th place
in a timeof 19:52.45. Greta Stickney finished
in 123rdplace with a time of 19:59.30, while
JaimeClarke (20:25.75), Rhiannon Cadelinia
(20:29.00), and Natalie Martinez(2o:33.7o)
finished within eight seconds of each other.
Jennifer Innes completed the course in
21:38.55. As a team, the Seattle women
finished in 21st place with 523 points.
In the men's race, Alvarado finished in 97th
place out ofa total of305 men, with a timeof
26:27.45 over the 8000-meter course. Lucas
Franco finished in 139th place in a time of
26:58.55, followed by Andrew Lybarger in
151st place with a time of 27:11.45.
Nick Kirschner crossed the finish line
in a time of 27:27.05, followed by Chris
Henry in 28:35.80, Andrew Wilburn in a
time of 32:02.75, and JeffAllen with a time
0f32:20.35.
The Redhawk men finished the team
competition in 26th place with 692 points,
ahead of regional rivals Pacific University
of Oregon, The Evergreen State College,
Pacific Lutheran University, and Chaminade
University.
The Seattle University cross country teams
are scheduled to compete next Saturday, Oct.
7 at the Western Washington Cross Country
Invitational at Lake Padden Park. The meet
will start at 10:30 a.m.
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not actually be unique to rugby alone, it is
what players and coaches notice and value
the most.
"Rugby is a sport. It's a culture. It's a way
oflife. When they're on the field they're best
mates," said Chris Mansfield, men's coach.
Mansfield's passion for the sport clearly
shows and invigorates the players around
him.
"I'm always by their side. I'm never above
themand I'm never below them.This is why
we come together so well as a team," said
Mansfield.
Although the rugby team rarely plays
official games on campus, last years fan
support was great according to Moore. That
alone shows the interest in rugby reaches out
beyond the players themselves.
"[Rugby] is unique in the fact that it's a dif-
ferent format than other sports. Afterwards,
you're expected to host the other team if
you're the home team. You have no choice
but to have a social," said Mateo.
The men's team is currently preparing for
their first game of the year with high hopes
for therest of the season.
At the end of their first year the team had
earned an 8-1-1 record. Going into the second
year, they feel strong about repeating and
improving thatperformance.
"At this stage, on the field I feel overly
confident. I'm extremely excited," said
Mansfield.
Mansfieldputs the team through an hour of
intense practice several days a week. Since
Rugby does not allow breaks, his expecta-
tions exceed 100 percent from the players
on the field.
"I've always said they're going to get out of
it what they want. I make them do one hour
ofhard, intense training. Rugby doesn't stop.
Every player is expected to do everything at
anytime," said Mansfield.
The first men's game is scheduled for next
Saturday Oct. 7 in Redmond at Marymoor
Park. The women are expected to begin
games next quarter.
Women knock off No. 6 SPU 1-0
Seattle University's
Maryann Boddy fights
to keep the ball in-
bounds during the
Redhawks upset
against SPU on Sat-
urday. Junior Mickey
Pelland scored the
only goal of the match
late in the second half,
as she launched the
ball just out of the SPU
goaltender's reach.
The team is now 10-
1-1 and retains a No.
16 national ranking.
The Redhawks take on
Central Washington on
Saturday at 12:00 p.m.
Nicholas Lollini/ The Spectator
Volleyball sweeps Alaska teams
Jessica Van Gilder
vangilde@seattleu.edu
The Women's volleyball team swept the
University of Alaska-Anchorage 3-0 last
Saturday after pulling out defensive blocks
and kills to take control of the game.
Neither Anchorage nor Seattle University
had the upper hand in the first match until the
very end, when SU gained momentum for the
first win of the night.
Senior defensive player Melissa Mulick
credited the team's success to the ability to set
the rhythm of the game. Alaska was unable
to keep up with SU's pace as they continued
to error and get blocked.
"We run a unique system with a set tempo
and once we establish that tempo we're hard
to beat. Most of the responsibility of set-
ting that tempo falls on our setters and Risa
[Vierra] did a great job ofhelping our hitters
succeed," said Mulick.
Thursday's games started similar to Sat-
urday night's, and yielded the same winning
results. Seattle shut out University ofAlaska-
Fairbanks as well, which some speculate led
to SU's more decisive wins Saturday night
against Alaska-Anchorage.
Seattle came out in the first match and
maintained a slight lead overAlaska, and by
the second gamebegan to dominate.
The energy must have carried over because,
like Alaska-Fairbanks, Alaska-Anchorage
gave up errors profusely, which seemingly
dissolved their teamworkand increased SU's
team consistency and unity.
"I feel accomplished and good about our
improvements. We did what we said we
wanted to do," saidLauren Campbell, fresh-
man middle-back. "We played as a team and
we played cohesively."
This sense of accomplishment extends
beyond Campbell as well. Nikole Thomp-
son, junior, also said she can see the hard
work at practice coming into play during
the games.
"Even though we didn'tplay one of the top
teams in the league, I do feel we're improving
and returning to the level of our pre-season
play. We all expect to play at that level for the
remainder of the season," said Thompson.
According to Thompson, SU's better hit-
ting percentage and ability to block more
attacks was a result of better passes, which
in turn led to better sets.
Vierra's setting skills helped increase the
team's passing percentage as Fairbanks'
focus continued to dwindle throughout the
matches. SU's passing percentage improved
to a comparative rate of.227 to .024 in the last
match of the night. In the second match, SU's
percentage of .273 trumped Alaska's .025.
On top of the impressive passing percent-
age, SU had a total of 16 blocks, 9 in the
last match alone, while Fairbanks only had
6 blocks total.
Thompson, who had a total of 24 of the
team's 78 kills throughout the night, feels
that coming together as a team made the night
successful for them.
"We were hitting aggressively. Our set-
ting was on. We jumped high and hit hard,"
she said.
The team did not get off to an ideal start
in league this year, but with two wins last
week, they are getting more excited for the
rest of the season.
"We're just building momentum, staying
focused on our goals. We've made progress
on our goals," said Coach Shannon Ellis.
Although Ellis said she felt the team lost
some confidence in the beginning of the
season, judgingby the last two matches, the
team brought themselves back up.
"This win definitely helps with our confi-
dence as we go into our match at SPU next
week. We need all the support we can get,
because we can beat them ifwe're on the top
of our game," said Mulick.
The team is enjoying the bounce-backfrom
two losses, but isn't losing focus.
"We did have a rough start, but we have
changed some things about our team mental-
ity that have resulted in us playing a lot
better," said Mulick.
The team is hoping that cohesion will stay
strong in the upcoming match against SPU.
"A win always feels good, and when we
were able to run our offense like we did in
game two, we know we're improving. That
confidence for the hitters should carry over
through the rest of the conference," said
Mulick.
Nikole Thompson, junior,
spikes the ball over the net
during a match against Alaska-
Anchorage last weekend at
Connolly Center.
SU Falls to
Division I
Portland
Nick McCarvel
1 / —\ , . T I
mccarvel@seattleu. edu
The Seattle University Men's Soccer
team was dealt its first loss in nearly a
month Friday afternoon, after falling 3-0
to the University ofPortland Pilots.
The Pilots caught the Seattle defense
off-guard in the first half, scoring two
goals in the opening 20 minutes. But the
Redhawks put up a strong fight for the
final seventy minutes of the game, despite
the Portland defense shutting out Seattle's
offense.
Portland's Alex Elliot struck the first
goal for thePilots, burying the ball in the
back of the net just four minutes in. The
SU defense was on its heels for much of
the first half as the Pilots fired nine shots
on goal. Portland (4-2-2) was successful
in building their lead to 2-0 with a second
Elliot goal in the 20* minute.
The slow start proved costly for Head
Coach Brad Agoos' squad, a team that
hadn't tasted defeat since falling Sep-
tember 2nd toCal-State Dominguez Hills
3-2 in overtime. The loss stopped a five-
game winning streak for the 2004 NCAA
champions.
"Losses give the best motivation," said
Craig Buitrago, junior midfielder. "This
was a hard fought game from the begin-
ning. We will try to build on that."
The Redhawks had their chances late in
the first half when junior midfielder John
Fishbaugher sent a pass into the box that
found the head of senior Hans Esterhui-
zen. The header was batted back by Pilot
goalie Luis Robles, one ofhis game-high
nine saves in the match.
Five minutes later Andrew Kreiter,
sophomore, triedhis own luck on Robles,
only to be turned away by the UP goalie.
In the second half, the teams fought
evenly, but an own-goal by the SU de-
fense gave the Pilots a commanding 3-0
lead. The Redhawks had a flurry of at-
tempts in the final fifteen minutes of the
game, including shots on the goal from
Esterhuizen, Dustin Allbery and Jason
Cascio—none of which were successful.
The loss puts the Redhawks at 8-3 on
the season heading into conference play.
After opening the season with a 3-2record,
the teamwon five straight before their loss
to Portland, a Division I school.
Seattle will face Western Washington
on Wednesday to open their conference
schedule. The Redhawks defeated West-
ern 3-0 and 4-0 respectively last season, a
team that comes into this season's match
against SU with a losing record.
The game is scheduled for 2:30 p.m. at
Championship Field.
Rugby looks to improve upon initial success
(continuedfrom page 1)
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Seattle University Crew rows at the Lake Union Crew Boathouse. The
team meets in the BeUarmine turnaround at 5:45 a.m.
Contact Bobby Gunderson m
gundersl@seattleu.edu 1 W^^^^^^^mm^r
scarella@seattleu.edu II I
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,
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.
_, „
required. Email resume to civetta.
an hour w/wages and tips. Call „
Today. 1-866-743-9801. properties@comcast.net.
Small Downtown Law Firm 300
seeks student to fill part-time
Receptionist position. Must have
basic office and computer skills, Seattle Mennonite Church (SMC)
including but not limited to; is seeking a compassionate
answering and managing a multi- leader to serve its new, full-time
line phone, Windows Office, and position of Community Minister,
copy machine. Duties will include This person would continue the
assisting paralegal and attorneys development and administration
and basic office management, of SMC's ministry to the homeless
Hours will be Tuesdays and community in its neighborhood,
Thursdays, potentiallyFridays from serving as a member of the
B:3oam to spm. This job is perfect ministerial team and work in
for college students who need extra collaboration with the current task
studying time. Please send resume force. Experience and/or training
to reception@thompsondelay.com in urban outreach, particularly with
or paul@thompsondelay.com. homeless populations, preferred.
If interested, please contact Karen
Restaurant Waitress/Waiter for Solberg at 206-361-4630 or email
upscale retirement community, at kmpatterson@netsmc.net by
Hiring for dinner shift 5-8 PM. October 15th.
• Virtually maintenance free! • Cars and Scooters run for miles on a charge
• No gas,"oil. fillers, or fumes • Recharge quickly from any 110outlet
• How does I penny a mile sound? • Save hundreds of $ on gas and Insurance
•Local parts and sen ice • Many colors to choose from
• Do your part to reduce greenhouse gases • Batteries last 3-5 years, low cost replacement
#MC Electric Vehicles1200 So. Dearborn Street • Seattle (next toGoodwill, close to Safeco Fid)206-328-1750 • M-F Bam to spm, Sat and Sun by Appt www.mcev.biz
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REACHING THE 21ST CENTURY STUDENT
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. STUDENT CENTER 160/130
Announcing 4t
&ri& BRAINSTORM .
COMPETiTiON *—
Got a great idea?
Have a great idea for using technology at Seattle University that
would make learning more exciting, thought provoking or fun?
Submit your idea for improving technology. First prize will win
an iPodNano! Runners up will receive a $25/$l5 iTunes store gift
certificate!
W Visit the SUConnects website by
"'Oct 17th & submit your best BRAINSTORM
Website : http://www.seattleu.edu/oit/suconnects/
Open to SU students. One entry per student. Winning ideas will be an-
nounced at SUConnects and prizewinners will be notified via SU email.
A DAY LONG TECHNOLOGY EVENT FEATURING
GUEST SPEAKERS, EXHIBITS & REFRESHMENTS
Exhibitors include: Adobe, ANGEL, Apple, Microsoft, Toshiba & Wacom
Li I Leadership±m lnstitute of Seattle
r ■ i Leaders grow;Hi Kp"B1 l lthey are not made.
Bk9J —Petei Drucker
... grow with us
We offer
small classes
at convenient times,
experiential learning with a
fK nationally recognized faculty,
anc' 'earn 'n9 ' na' promotes
professional success and
** ■ personal fulfillment.
Isk. IB
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREES
Consulting and Coaching in Organizations
Systems Counseling
LEADERSHIP TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
Workshops and Customized Training
www.lios.org • 425.939.8100
Editorial
Seattle University is not ready for Division I
The rumor that Seattle University
will be moving up the athletic ranks
and become a Division 1 school has
been floating around campus for years.
However, with the recent blessing
from the Board of Trustees on the
formation of a committee, which will
analyze where this university should
be in terms of athletic standing, the
possibility of that rumor becoming
a reality has never seen so much po-
tential.
The committee that will analyze our
ability to make the jump to Division
I will analyze multiple factors before
making their decision at the end of
this academic year. These factors will
include Seattle University's athletic
facilities - few of which have the ca-
pacity to accommodate Division I
events - as well as a look at how the
Redhawks will match up against their
West Coast Conference (WCC) coun-
terparts, and possibly most importantly
how Seattle University as an academic
institution stands up to the universities
that we will be matched up against.
Looking around the campus, it is
apparent that our athletic facilities are
not up to par with the other schools in
the WCC. Our track and cross country
teams do not have practice facilities to
accommodate the teams, let alone host
an event; on the other end of the spec-
trum, while the new soccer stadium at
Championship Field looks profession-
al, it still pales in comparison to most
of our current Division II competition,
let alone the state-of-the-art facilities
found at the Division I level.
But our lack of adequate athletic
facilities is not the only thing that
inhibits our drive toward Division
I. Fan support and school pride are
fundamental elements of successful
athletic endeavors, and both are se-
verely lacking at Seattle University.
The new soccer stadium at Champi-
onship Field has not - to date - been
filled to capacity, which would be a
mere 650 fans, and rarely is the North
Court at the Connolly Center packed
with enthused fans.
In terras of how the Redhawks would
match up against their Division I com-
petition, our teams have shown their
ability to compete and be successful
against teams from superior confer-
ences, however, have done so with
irregularity. A move tothe WCC would
almost certainly spell disaster for
nearly all of our athletic programs.
Though our soccer and swimming
programs could arguably be competi-
tive, our basketball, track, Softball and
other sports programs that would need
to be created such as baseball, diving,
tennis and golf, would be severely out
classed.
While no one would expect Seattle
University to enter the WCC and be-
come a perennial powerhouse, we
also do not want to place ourselves in
a position of becoming the laughing
stock of the conference.
Despite these shortcomings, Seattle
University deserves to be placed in
the ranks and in the like of the uni-
versities that make up the West Coast
Conference.
There is a positive association that
accompanies Division I athletic status,
and it is unfortunate that Seattle Uni-
versity does not receive that recogni-
tion; however, entering into a confer-
ence that we cannot compete inwill do
more harm than good in our drive to
become a premier institution.
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LaRouche Youth Movement: a
new breed of fanaticism?
Sean Towey
toweys@seattleu. edu
The sun beat down on my back
as I wandered around downtown
Seattle on such a summer's day.
After visiting Seattle University to
give them my correct Social Secu-
rity number (it's a long story), I tried
to get the feel ofwhat wouldbe my
new home. Turning the corner into
Pioneer Square, I wondered why the
homeless wear 14 layers ofclothing
during a heat wave when a young
man accosted me.
"Dick Cheney is a Nazi," theman,
named Roger, informed me.
"Excuse me?" I asked.
"Dick Cheney and his cronies
are trying to ruin the world. Bush,
though he is an idiot, is justa figure-
head. If you don't take action right
now, the world will end. Do you
want the world to end?"
"Well, no."
"Well then why don't you come
over here?"
I followed Roger to the far corner
of Pioneer Square where several
young men and women screamed
at people to support an old man that
looked strikingly familiar to Vice-
President Cheney.
"Have you ever heard ofLyndon
Laßouche?"
"No, I haven't," I responded.
"Well, he just so happens to be
the best economist in the history of
the United States..." and on Roger
went, talking about the amazing
achievements ofLyndon Laßouche
while handing me literature about
how Dick Cheney was the spawn
of Satan and only Laßouche could
save the world because only Oz
- wait, I meanLaßouche - had the
power to destroy evil and restore peace and
happiness.
Roger gave me the feeling that Laßouche
was Franklin Delano Roosevelt reincarnated,
and that Cheney happened to be the second
coming of Hitler.
"Well, Hitler and FDR actually used some
ofthe same economic practices," I interrupted
Roger. "The whole Keynesian idea."
"No, that is completelywrong," said Roger.
"Hitler and FDR have nothing in common
with each other."
"But Hitler was Time's 'Man of the
Year'..." I began.
"That's not important. What's important is
Laßouche," finished Roger.
At that point I really should have walked
away. But, I figured since I was in college
now I should probably join a radicalpolitical
movement - and honestly, I have held my
own thoughts about therelationship between
Dick Cheney and the devil - so I signed up.
I donated one dollar to the cause, took the
pamphlets and gave themmy phone number.
Roger told me to read thepapers and I would
be informed about the next meeting.
And just that fast, I made my first major
mistake as an adult.
Laßouche's great economic plan for sav-
ing the United States is to build a high-speed
rail system connecting every major city in
the America.
"I'm probably the best economist in
America," begins Laßouche in own of his
pamphlets. "I'm not trying to brag or any-
thing, I justam."
I received a call from Roger once every
two or three days for several weeks. Luckily,
I only gave him my home phone number, so
more oftenthan not my fatherhad to deal with
him. When we did speak, he was relentless.
One conversation sticks in my mind clearly.
Roger called right before dinner, and I told
him I could not go to the next meeting, and
that I had to go eat dinner.
"What is gravity?" Roger asked.
"What?"
"What do you think gravity is, Sean?"
Roger continued.
"It's a theory, Roger."
"What kind of theory?"
"It's a good theory, Roger."
"That's funny, Sean..." Roger laughed on
the phone, and then, I'm not actually sure
how, managed to relate gravity to how amaz-
ing Laßouche is and why only he can save
the world, but he needs my help.
"Can Laßouche, can America, count on
your help, Sean?" finished Roger.
"They can count on me to eat dinner," and
I hung up the phone.
After that particular conversationI decided
to do some research on Mr. Laßouche.
His parents were Quakers. He left college
twice, never with a degree. He has run for
president each election year since 1976. He
is a felon, convicted in 1988 of mail fraud,
conspiracy to commit mail fraud, and con-
spiracy to hide his personal income. He ran
for president in 1992 from behind bars. He
is absolutely crazy.
Though parodied on major television, es-
pecially The Simpsons, theLaßouche Youth
Movement is as serious as serious gets. Mem-
bers are encouraged to leave school and join
full-time with the movement, advised against
contact with their parents and live in dorm-
like settings with other Laßouchies.
Several members have left the organiza-
tion and spoken out about brain washing
and other types of abuse. A British student
died under mysterious circumstances while
running away from a Laßouche convention
in Germany. He ran into a busy road and was
killed by a car.
After hearing all this, I toldRoger never
to call me again, and I didn't want anything
to do with Mr. Lyndon Laßouche. I asked
for my dollar back, but that was a little
ambitious.
From now on, the Jesuits are as radical as
I'm going to get.
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OPINION
Darkness comes to SU in form of Falcon urinals
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu
Bruce Springsteen's 1978 album "Dark-
ness on the Edge ofTown" closes with its title
track, in which the protagonist finds himself
haunted by a growing and indescribable mal-
aise, a doom on the horizon that is not seen
or spoken of but is felt, creating a sense of
unease in Asbury Park, New Jersey.
Over the past year or so, nearly 3,000
miles across the country at Seattle University
students have also been faced with a similar
problem: a darkness on the edge of campus,
each day posing more ofa threatand causing
more need for worry.
Though only affecting a minimal popula-
tionofstudents and faculty, this darkness has
been sweeping from building to building and
rudely setting up shop in the most private
spots the university has to offer.
But unlike theBoss, we know the name of
this threat. We know its face and, most of all,
we know itsscent. The threat, the darkness on
the edge ofcampus, is the Falcon WaterFree
Technology urinal, springing up in men's
bathrooms despite continued protest from
the male olfactory receptors.
But theroughly 62 percent of campus that
are unaware of what lies beyond the door to
the men's restroom need an explanation.
In the years since I have enrolled at Seattle
University, trips to therestroom are occasion-
ally foiled when, in place of a urinal, there
is instead an empty hole in the wall. Come
back a week later and behold: not only is the
hole gone, but it is replaced with a shiny, new
European-looking china structure.
Your first reaction is one of excitement.
"Wow," you think. "This is more like it.
Foreign toilets!"
But upon further inspection, that excite-
ment quickly turns to horror.
The device displayed before you is a Fal-
con vitreous china urinal; sure, it may look
better than its aging predecessor, but as is
more and more common in the modern age,
looks can be deceiving.
These urinals are considered better for ev-
eryone - rather thanusing waterto flush, they
utilizereplaceable cartridges full ofa "sealant
liquid." These cartridges collect urine and
allow it to pass through to the drain. The
benefits, Falcon claims, are numerous.
The company argues that cartridges trap
offensive odors, though anyone who has
visited a male restroom equipped with a
WaterFree device will know this is not the
case. They also hype up (and even brand on
some urinals) the fact that one saves 40,000
gallons of fresh water every year.
This, supposedly, leads to more money
saved: with the installation of 60 Water-
Free urinals at the University of Colorado
at Colorado Springs, for example, Falcon
says they are helping to save the institution
$20,000 a year.
Falcon also published a case study on their
website detailing the benefits of WaterFree
technology after the addition of 120 units at
Evergreen State Collegehere in Washington.
The results showed that they save $9,000 a
year on maintenance alone, not to mention
the 2.4 million gallons ofwater that can now
flow freely elsewhere.
For their relatively low cost - WaterFree
urinals range from just under $250 to $400
withreplacement cartridges from $35 - this
seems to be a win, win, win situation. Stu-
dents win withbetter urinals, the school wins
because of the money they save and Falcon
wins because they are just so happy to be
providing us with this luxurious service.
But the fact of the matter is that something
is not right about this technology, and the
economic relief - if it indeed exists - does
not outweigh its costs. Men's restrooms that
feature a Falcon tend to smell noticeably
worse than their old fashioned, hand flushed
ceramic comrades who are sadly on their
way out.
Falcon already boasts a client base ofmajor
corporations including General Motors, Ford,
American Express, Enterprise Rent-A-Car
and Lockheed Martin - not to mention four
different branches of the American armed
forces.
Seattle University, it would appear, has
also joined that list. And there is little sign
ofrelief in sight.
We live in a civilized and modern city on
the west coast of the most powerful country
in the world, attending a costly university
located on a perfectly manicured campus.
Yet our rights to utilize a flushing urinal are
slipping away at an alarming rate.
Until a water crisis becomes a serious
threat to maintaining the lifestyles of those
in the Pacific Northwest, the continued in-
stallation of Falcon WaterFree urinals is an
unnecessary and aesthetically reprehensible
act. No longer just on the edge of town,
darkness has found its way into our men's
restrooms, and something must be done to
inhibit its spread.
Abusive Jesuit's actions return to haunt SU
Leah Newcomb
newcombl@seattleu. edu
MichaelToulouse may have died 30 years
ago, but his memory has come back to haunt
Seattle University in a scandal reminiscent
of the Catholic Church abuse fiasco several
years ago. Toulouse sexually abused minors,
and he taught philosophy at Seattle Univer-
sity from 1950 to 1976.
Naturally, we ask - who do we blame?
How did this happen? Why was Toulouse
allowed to continue teaching and working
with minors, even after serious concerns had
been raised?
The Seattle Times recently ran an article
that seemed to implicate our university for
its lack of responsibility. Father Stephen
Sundborg, S.J. responded to this article with
a letter to all faculty, staff and students stat-
ing his desire to face this matter openly and
compassionately.
Nevertheless, this is a rather serious
implication for the Seattle University com-
munity.
Seattle University purports to be an insti-
tution of high standards, liberal education
and compassionate leadership, but this dark
point in our history has suddenly forced us
to reassess what being part of this institution
truly entails.
Perhaps the Seattle Times, like us, is only
looking for someone to blame.
As difficult as it may be, this particular
tragedy requires a more penetrating analysis.
It would not be correct to go for the easy
answer and blame Sundborg, who has made
it clear that he is doing all in his power to
rectify matters.
The real tragedy here is that Toulouse
was never held accountable for his actions;
the real tragedy is that by remaining inert,
those who knew of the abuse allowed him
to go free.
It seems that these tragedies do not oc-
cur due to the actions of any one person,
but rather because of a society that finds it
easier to ignore what it finds uncomfortable.
Toulouse was allowed to work at Seattle
University for twenty-six years, not because
the Jesuits were condoning his actions, but
rather because those who had the power to
remove him did nothing.
The discomfort we all feel at hearing of
sexual abuse crimes is warranted. The easy
answer is to turn the page, to blame the man
in power and move on. But by doing so,
we are allowing history to repeat itself. We
are, again, turning a blind eye and remain-
ing indifferent to the tragedies in the world
around us.
I wonder how those who knew and did
nothing could have sat idly by. Seattle
University's mission runs completely con-
trary to the concept. Did theknowledge of
this abuse keep anybody up at night, besides
Toulouse's victims? I would like to think
that it did, for the implications, if it did not,
are horrifying.
This tragedy occurred many years ago, and
it is true that Seattle University has probably
changed since Toulouse's death. And we may
hope that it is not just this institution, but
society at large that is recognizing the need
to face these crimes.
It seems obvious, but in order to truly "em-
power leaders for a just and humane world,"
we cannot merely stand in line and stare at
our feet. Icould quote any number offamous
world leaders now, but the message issimple
- as members of the Seattle University com-
munity, we must practice active compassion
ifwe should ever hope to change things.
So, I ask the students, faculty and staff of
Seattle University: have we changed? Will
history repeat itself? As the Toulouse case
unravels, we may find an answer.
New Bill rapes Constitution, further destroys U.S. credibility
Canda Harbaugh
harbaugh@seattleu. edu
Congress passed a bill last week that,
once signed by the president, will more than
likelybe struck downby the Supreme Court.
Besides being outlandishly unconstitutional
and against international law, the bill sends
a poor message to the rest of the world in a
time when the United States needs the most
friends.
The bill in question sets guidelines for
interrogating foreign detainees, trying ter-
rorist suspects before U.S. military com-
missions and dealing with "unlawful enemy
combatants" who are in U.S. custody but
have not been charged. There are a number
ofcompletely un-democratic and un-patriotic
measures in the bill:
1)The president will have theright to bypass
the Geneva Conventions and permit torture
as long as no "grave breaches" ofthe Geneva
Conventions are employed.
2) Coerced evidence - evidence that is col-
lected while a suspect is being tortured, for
example - will be permissible if the judge
believes it is reliable.
3) Detainees in U.S. military prisons in the
United States and abroad who are not brought
to trial will be denied theright tobe formally
charged and can be held indefinitely.
4) The bill defines "unlawful enemy com-
batants" broadly, meaning that citizens of
the United States or foreign citizens living
in their own countries can be arrested and
jailed indefinitely. This term can even apply
to U.S. citizens who aren't directly involved
in terrorism but who are suspected of sup-
porting terrorists.
5) U.S. interrogators will be given immunity
against war crimes committed before 2006.
Some argue that Republicans know that
most measures in the bill won't make it past
the Supreme Court, but that thebill is part of
a scheme to make Democrats appear soft on
terrorismright before elections. In addition to
wasting time and taxpayer dollars to argue a
bill that would reverse the foundational laws
that this country is built upon, Congress is
guilty ofmaking the United States bear more
and more resemblance to the repressive re-
gime that we claim we are saving the people
of Iraq from.
It's fitting that in the same week that Con-
gress approved this bill, Gillian Sorensen,
former assistant secretary-general of the
United Nations, spoke to the Seattle Univer-
sity community in a talk titled, "Working for
the world... What's in it for us?" In a time
where being "tough on terror" means selling
out democracy, and "American exceptional-
ism" dominates U.S. foreign policy, nothing
- not even the Bill of Rights - is sacred.
Perhaps it is time for a new plan.
No one will deny that the United States
has the mightiest military force by far in the
world, but a big military won't convince the
Muslim world that we are not anti-Islam, it
won't reconstruct and unify Iraq and it won't,
by itself, make our country safer. In order
to reach these goals, we need to cooperate
with other nations and respect and follow
international laws.
The first war with Iraq was sanctionedby
the U.N. and made up of a genuine coalition
of countries who helped foot the bill. The
United States chose not to go against the
U.N. 's wishes and take out Saddam Hussein's
regime because there was no simple exit
strategy and because there were no other
countries that would substantially aid the
U.S. in rebuilding Iraq.
Now, with this second war in Iraq, we are in
a predicament. Ifwe had gone into Iraq with
substantialallies and the U.N. 's blessing, not
onlywould we use less ofour own resources,
but it would be harder for terrorists groups
to recruit new members under the notion that
the United States is an anti-Muslim imperial
force. A classified report that was recently
leaked to the press reveals that the war in Iraq
is actually fueling more terror and that U.S.
interests here and abroad are less safe now
than they were before the U.S. invasion.
If the United States wants legitimacy,
Sorensen pointed out in her talk, its actions
and supposed principles must align with one
another. The action of one country affects
almost all countries in one way or anotherand
in the case ofAmerica, a superpower that is
under the scrutiny of the world, thataffect is
magnified. Why does the United States help
draft U.N. treaties onsuch worthy issues such
as the environment, the rights ofchildren and
ending the discrimination against women
- yet it refuses to sign any of them?
Terrorism won't be stopped by a govern-
ment that preaches peace and democracy but
instigates war and scoffs at the U.N. There
will continue to be terrorism as long as our
government legalizes arresting and impris-
oning suspects indefinitely from the U.S.
or abroad without charging them or telling
why they are being held. International ter-
rorist groups will not be slowed by a country
that legalizes torture and gives immunity to
past torturers such as the interrogators at the
Abu Ghraib prison. This bill will not end
terror. It will create it. The war in Iraq has
illustrated that.
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Public Safety Reports
Sept. 20,1:30p.m. - Theft
A student club in the Pigott
building reported someone had
taken packaged food from their
storage space. Public Safety is
investigating.
Sept. 20, 5:20p.m. - Trespass
Incident
Public Safety were called to the
University Advancement house
where an older male' non-affiliate
was asking to hand out medical
flyers. Staff told the male they did
not want that activity taking place.
Public Safety responded, and the
unknown male was gone on arrival.
Sept. 22, 12:40 p.m. - Malicious
Mischief
Public Safety on patrol in the
Broadway garage discovereda
fire extinguisher missing from
the seventh floor.A matching fire
extinguisher was later recovered
from the bushes on the exterior of
the Garrand building.
Sept. 22, 5:15 p.m. - Bike Theft
A student reported their bike lock
was cut and bike taken from a
bike rack on the east side of the
Engineering building.
Sept. 23, 2:00 a.m. - Disturbance
Public Safety on patrol came upon
two non-affiliates hitting each
other with the parking delineators
located in the main entrance
parking lot. The males ceased
when Public Safety approached.
Both individuals were cooperative
and said they just left a local bar
heading home; they then departed
from campus.
Sept. 23,3:10 a.m. - Prowler
Public Safety responded to the
Murphy Apartments courtyard
after a call from a student, who
reported that an unknown male was
prowling around her windowand
window screen. Officers searched
the area and no one was found.
Sept. 23,3:40 a.m. - Criminal
Trespass Warning
Public Safety issued a criminal
trespassing warning two non-
affiliate males who may have
been smoking marijuana and
skateboarding in the Quad.
Sept. 23,11:00 p.m. - Medical
Assist
Public Safety onpatrol in the
Student Center found a commuter
student sitting in a chair. He had
vomitedon himself and was
carrying an unknown bottle of
alcohol. The student was barely
responsive and the Seattle Fire
Department responded to the
scene.
Sept. 23,11:40 p.m. - Prowler
When leaving a medical assist
call, Public Safety came upon
two students prowling about an
open beverage containerin the
secured area of the Cherry Street
CafiS. Public Safety identified the
students and escorted them out of
the area.
Sept. 25, 7:30 a.m. - Suspicious
Circumstance
Staff reported to Public Safety
a transient male was changing
clothes in the bushes outside
the Garrand building. The area
was searched, but know one was
located.
Sept. 25, 9:40 a.m. - Theft
Astudent in the Student Center
reported she lefther purse
unattended and returned to find it
missing. The purse contained $150
cash, credit cards and misc. items.
Sept. 26,8:20 a.m. - Criminal
Trespass
Public Safety on patrol found a
homeless male had fallen asleep
on the floor of Campion Hall. The
trespasser refused to stay around
for the Seattle Police Department
to arrive and quickly left campus.
Sept. 26,1:50 p.m. - Disturbance
Public Safety responded to past
alumni who suffers some known
mental health issues and was
causing a verbal disturbance ina
Bannan office. Officers escorted
theperson from the area.
Sept. 29,8:40 p.m. - Suspicious
Circumstances
A report was received of a male
looking in to car windows in
the Broadway garage, and when
the male noticed the witness he
stepped away from the vehicle.
Public Safety searched the area but
no one ofsimilar description was
found.
Sept. 29,9 p.m. - Possible
Weapon
Public Safety onpatrol were
stopped by a motorist who reported
a male on the sidewalk near
Barclay and 12thAve. appeared
to have a hand gun on his waist.
The Seattle Police Department
was advised of the report and
it's source. SPD contacted the
individual just south of Logan
Field. No handgun was found, but
narcotics were, and the male was
arrested.
Sept. 30,1:20 a.m. - Alcohol &
Noise Disturbance
Public Safety responded to a
report of loud noise and 'partying'
on the 12thfloor of Campion.
RA's, with Public Safetypresent,
contacted the room and seven
students under age were found to
be consuming alcohol. The alcohol
was disposed ofand the incident is
being followed up with the conduct
system.
Oct. 1,6 a.m. - Malicious
Mischief
A staff person reported to Public
Safety that someone took a sharp
instrument and scratched the
interior walls of elevator number
three in Campion Hall.
Oct. 1,8:30a.m. - Suspicious
Circumstance
Public Safety found two non-
affiliate males with avehicle
removing cardboard from the
loading dock ofCampion Hall,
which is part of the universities
recycling program. The males
said they had permission from
university staff. Public Safety said
they would follow up and notify
them.
Oct 1,8:20p.m. - Malicious
Mischief
The manager of the Felmore Hotel
(west side of Campion)reported
to Public Safety that students were
throwing debris and bottles out
of their windows and towards the
hotel. Public Safety responded, and
the manager pointed out a resident
room they witnessed material
coming from. Public Safety and
ResidentLife are following up.
What would you name the Chihuly piece?
"IntricateFlamingo"
Mollie Savage, sophomore nursing
major
"Tower ofBabel"
Harley Hunner, junior English creative
writing major
"Flaming Cheeto"
Jared Ferrer, sophomore business major
"CasaNova's
Enterprise"
Josh Green, sopho-
more environmental
studies major
"Walter"
Anne Mendenhall, sophomore journalism
major
Lauren Semet, sophomore psychology
major
"Pentacost"
Sean Bray, graduate theology
student
"A Waste ofSpace"
Geoff Ehrhart, senior criminal justice
major
"Cornicopia"
Mike Stock, sopho-
more English and the-
ater major
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